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welcome

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership (KLP) is a non profit, independent, community-led,
local development organisation, with almost 25 years of experience delivering to
communities on the ground. KLP provides a wide range of services including training,
work placements, grants and advice.
The company traces its origins back to its securing of the LEADER programme for the
county in 1991 and the Social Inclusion programme in 1995.

The KLP Ethos
KLP ethos is based on equality, inclusion and being unambiguously community
led: the ‘bottom-up’ development philosophy. We believe in building the capacity
of people and communities to address their own development needs and we have
a proud record of working well in partnerships with other local bodies to deliver the
best outcomes for the county.
•
•
•
•
•

We are primarily guided by what the local community- rather than what other
stakeholders may want.
We will continue to cooperate and create partnerships with both public bodies
and private businesses to mutual advantage.
Our strategies and ways of working to address development challenges are
integrated and broadly based.
We are committed to using innovative approaches.
We believe in networking and learning from other communities in the region,
Ireland and elsewhere in Europe.
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address from the chairman

It is surprising to consider that LEADER as a programme
and method will be almost 25 years old in 2016. Piloted
initially in selected local areas of Ireland and Greece in
1991, Kilkenny was part of one of the only 16 Local Action
Group areas in Ireland. The LEADER philosophy is, of
the rural community; for the rural community- there is
no intermediary or higher authority. From the start it
was apparent that the LEADER ‘bottom-up’ philosophy
was different- and was so successful in its pilots, in
Ireland particularly, that the EU introduced it in every
member state in 1995.

Denis Drennan
KLP Board Chairman

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership (KLP) is very proud to
publish this end of programme report on its work on
the LEADER programme which closed at the end of
2015. There are over 300 separate projects accounting
for almost 11 million in project spending the 7-year
period. KLP commends the many voluntary groups and
small businesses that had the courage and initiative
to invest these development projects. I am sure you
will agree that the standard, scale and diversity of
the projects is astounding and a credit to what rural
Kilkenny can do when given the resources and the
support to make the decisions needed to develop their
areas. The projects cover the spectrum of development
including economic, social, cultural and environmental
initiatives- all important to the development of vibrant
and sustainable quality of rural life.

LEADER’s radical method of directly empowering and
resourcing communities attracted praise from most
independent community and small business quartersalong with criticism from some few others perturbed
by LEADER’s by-passing the traditional routes of topdown and patronage-dependant systems of allocating
resources. Kilkenny has now seen the completion of the
fourth successive LEADER programme. All previous
LEADER programmes in Ireland featured very highly
in independent evaluations of their effectiveness, value
for money and innovation. And once again this report
demonstrates the proof of the continued value of the
community-led model. The Board of KLP is well aware
from its quarter century of commitment that LEADER
is more than just another grant aid fund; it is rather a
true strategic development programme. In Kilkenny it
has always been directed by consultation and research
on the long-term benefit to rural communities and
small business. In 2015 KLP took advantage of the
government’s decision to step away from its previous
tight control of the governance structures of LEADER
Partnerships to widen membership to all community
groups, individuals and small businesses in the city and

county. Over 200 mostly groups and small business have
joined as members. These new members will be much
more than ‘paper affiliates’, they will have a real input
into the development of the company’s development
priorities and a vote in the election of KLP’s Board of
Directors.
KLP has had an excellent relationship with all its
stakeholders, including statutory bodies, over the
decades of its existence. It proposes to maintain that
partnership relationship as an independent local action
group. While LEADER is active in driving cooperation
with statutory and government bodies and respects
their remit, its essence is that it should not be tied to
the agendas of other bodies. Accordingly in February
2016 KLP decided that it will be making an application
to continue as the ‘local action group’ (contract holder)
for the new LEADER programme up to 2020. KLP
believes that it can continue to serve as an independent
champion of rural Kilkenny and looks forward to the
earliest opportunity to deliver on its many ambitious
plans for the county. We look forward to working with
the promoters and all the stakeholders on that ambitious
project.
I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the
board of KLP to thank our staff for their persistent
commitment to the delivery of the programme. I would
also like to thank the Evaluation Committee who with
the staff carried the LEADER philosophy through the
development, evaluation and delivery of a diverse range
of projects very much rooted in their communities.
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message from the ceo

the project applicants was a particular frustration. An
unexpected national interpretation same rules caused
a disappointing stoppage of funding for food and
drink projects for a crucial 18-month mid-programme
period. The often inflexible interpretation of rules
by the inspection service was also was a cause of
dissatisfaction by project promoters and KLP alike. But
these irritations excepted- the programme overall was a
major strategic success in driving rural development in
the county across a broad front of sectors- economic,
social, cultural and environmental.

Declan Rice
KLP CEO

The final report of any programme is an obvious
opportunity to consider the achievements and indeed
regrets for what has occurred. The end of this LEADER
programme is no different.
On the achievements- Kilkenny LEADER Partnership
(KLP) is excited to record the range and quality of the
projects undertaken by Kilkenny’s community groups
and small businesses in the seven-year period. We
were delighted to able to optimise the funding available
to the county from LEADER, in attracting an additional
€1.5 million above Kilkenny’s original allocation of €11.3
million.
Regrets- there were a few. The increased level of
bureaucracy that the programme rules imposed on
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A significant explanation for the impact of LEADER
was the linkage to other KLP programmes and to those
of other partner organisations. KLP appreciated the
willingness of state agencies and other stakeholders to
partner on initiatives and believes that the collaborations
delivered ‘value added’ dividends for all concerned- but
particularly for the communities which we all serve.
KLP deems it will continue to be in everyone’s interests
to continue this cooperation in the years and LEADER
programmes to come.
In terms of internal programmes, LEADER gained
and provided support from the various national social
inclusion programmes- SICAP and LCDP, the Rural
Social Scheme and TUS. To KLP the availability of
LEADER to support and in turn be supported by these
other programmes was a key factor in the achievements
of the Company since 2008.
There can be no doubt that KLP’s success in LEADER
and other programmes has been a factor of the true
partnership that KLP is. The principles of so called

“bottom-up” development include inter-agency
partnerships and networking as key elements of the
LEADER method- or philosophy. The crucial aspect
of LEADER is that the partnership of the ‘local action
group’ is community-led- and clearly independent of
state or agency control of undue influence. The Board of
KLP has decided that this is a principle worth defending
and has taken the necessary steps to protect its ability
to deliver for its rural communities and businesses.
Finally, on behalf of the staff of Kilkenny LEADER
Partnership, I would like to take this opportunity to
express our thanks to the directors of the Company
for their exceptional voluntary work on LEADER and
all KLP’s other programmes over the last seven years.
Their clear direction and support over what has often
been a challenging period of change has been especially
welcomed.
The Board and staff also thank the voluntary Project
Evaluation Committee for their invaluable work on
the programme. As the Board approves the proposal
to expand the company membership to over 200
community groups and small businesses applicants,
KLP as a whole looks forward to working closely with
its new member partners, building on the record of 25
years delivery of LEADER and ensuring the future of
community-led development in Kilkenny.

rural development programme expenditures

In the 2009 – 2013 LEADER period, Kilkenny LEADER
Partnership funded approximately 300 separate
projects of all sizes in the county distributing in excess
of €11 million in grant aid.
In the social inclusion and community development
sector, KLP is also the driver for some of Kilkenny’s
most innovative and dynamic projects and initiatives
including: Trail Kilkenny, KickStart, Driving Ambitions,
Vulcan Wood Energy Cooperative and many more.

Running the Lag: Animation
€234,349.95 2%

Encouragement into Tourism Activities
€1,074,490.49 8%
Implementing Co-operation Projects
€93,084.46 1%

Kilkenny LEADER
Partnership
Rural Development
Programme
2007 - 2013
Expenditure to
31st December 2015

Administration
€2,240,762.64 17%

Training and information
€997,112.85 7%
Adding value to agriculture
and forestry products
€200,166.90 1%

Business creation and development
€1,847,096.82 14%

Basic services for the economy
and rural population
€1,692,412.68 13%

Skills acquisition, animation and
Implementation of local
development strategies
€786,666.71 6%
Conservation and upgrading of
the rural heritage
€229,393.17 2%

Diversification into non-agricultural
activities
€219,443.40 1%
Village renewal and development
€3,769,519.85 28%

RDP Expenditure to 31st December 2015
Total: €13,384,499.92
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the klp board

Denis Drennan Chair-

Joan Fitzpatrick

Martin Costello

Paul Corcoran

Ann Gibbons

Cllr. Malcom Noonan

Cllr. John Brennan

Cllr. Eamon Aylward

John Connolly

Kevin Murphy

Shirley Power

Fr. Nicholas Flavin
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Denis Hynes

Ger Mullally

John Burke

Pat McAuley

Breda McDonald

Mick Power

the klp board

The Board of KLP includes a wide range of those involved in the community, social partnership,
political and statutory agency sectors in Kilkenny.

Suzanne Campion

Richie O’Brien

Social Partner Reps

Local
Authority
Reps

Cllr Malcom Noonan
Cllr Eamon Aylward
Cllr John Brennan

Martha Bolger

Denis Drennan
Joan Fitzpatrick
Denis Hynes
Ger Mullally
Paul Cocoram
Ann Gibbons
Martin Costello

Community Reps
Fr Nicholas Flavin
Shirley Power
Pat Mc Auley
Kevin Murphy
John Connolly
John Burke
Breda McDonald

Kevin Mahon

Enterprise Agency
Reps
Kevin Mahon

Statutory Agency Reps
Suzanne Campion
Mick Power
Richie O’Brien
Martha Bolger
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klp staff

Declan Rice
CEO

Martin Rafter
Assistant CEO

Bernie Thorpe
Financial Co-ordinator

Gabrielle Carroll
Development Officer

Fergus Horgan
Development Officer

Angela Campion
Development Officer

Harry Everard
Kilkenny Trails

Tom McDonald
Development Officer

Mairead Rohan
Development Officer

Mary Breen
Compliance Officer

Claire Doheny
Evaluation & Monitoring

Christine Walshe
Rural Social Scheme
Coordinator

Joan McGrath
Human Liason Officer

Conor Cleere
Development Officer

Olive Doheny
Administration

Moira Duggan
Development Officer

Sharon Stone
Communications Officer

Alison Allan
Development Officer
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klp staff

Brian Spratt
Development Officer

Noel Sherry
Development Officer

Katarina Matejcikova
Administration

Lisa Murphy
Development Officer

JJ Nolan
Tús Supervisor

Mike Redmond
Tús Supervisor

Seamus Davis
Tús Supervisor

Derry Gahan
Tús Supervisor

David Coughlan
Tús Supervisor

Liam Mooney
Tús Supervisor

Declan O’Shea
Housing Aid

Christopher Brennan
Housing Aid

KLP delivers a range of social inclusion, community, rural development and enterprise support in Co. Kilkenny.

Bernard Dunne
Housing Aid Manager

Rural
Development
Programme
(LEADER)

Social
Inclusion
Community
Activation
Programme

Vulcan
Wood Fuel

Trail Kilkenny

Housing Aid

Kilkenny
Traveller
Commnity
Movement

Tús

Rural Social
Scheme

Ted’s Den
Childcare
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the klp rural development programme

KLP Mission Statement
“Kilkenny LEADER Partnership
will lead and facilitate the
creation of an integrated
local development strategy to
improve the economic, social
and cultural quality of life of
the people, communities and
small enterprises of all County
Kilkenny.”
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rural development projects

Measure: Adding value to agricultural and forestry products
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

KLK000274

The Little Mill Company

Development of a new product range

KLK000280

BC Manufacturing - Cheese Grating Process

Purchase cheese grating equipment

Total Eligible Cost Amount Paid
(€)
(€)
175,167.25

70,066.90

325,250.00

130,100.00

Measure: Diversification into non-agricultural activities
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible Cost Amount Paid
(€)
(€)

KLK000008

Kylemore Farm Produce

Equipment Purchase

34,815.00

17,407.50

KLK000052

CTB Recycling

Site Development

96,430.40

48,215.20

KLK000058

Jerpoint Park - Newtown Jerpoint Medieval Village Tourism Project

Development into a heritage tourism site

51,244.00

30,000.00

KLK000101

Ardaire Springs - Rainbow Trout Angling Centre

Development of Angling Lakes

120,422.08

60,211.04

KLK000174

Colchester Forestry Development

Equipment

34,596.96

17,298.48

KLK000246

Self-Loading Bale Trailer

Design and build Proto-type

32,275.00

24,206.25

KLK000276

Timber Kilkenny - Capital

Marketing

18,439.91

12,954.93

KLK000354

Queezeze - A&D

Analysis and Development

12,200.00

9,150.00
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case studies: adding value to agriculture and forestry products
Innovation through the Generations
In 2012, The Little Mill was established in Bennettsbridge,
with support from KLP to create a range of convenient
home baking products for the retail market.
Rob Mosse and his father Bill are the proprietors of
this family owned enterprise, which has been making
stoneground wholemeal (Kells Wholemeal), for bakeries
in Ireland for many years. The Mosses have been
milling for over seven generations in Co Kilkenny and
their passion for baking has produced many interesting
and delicious recipes.

Innovation is key to the growth of every business and
this new departure into the retail market is the next
stage of evolution for this family business. The current
product range consists of baking mixes for quick and
simple home baking and include; brownies, brown
bread, scone mix and sponge cake mixes.
Products are available through the Home Baking
Outlet Store at Kells Wholemeal, Danesfort Road,
Bennettsbridge and through local specialist shops.

Photo: The Little Mill

Packing Opportunities in Freshford
BC Manufacturing Enterprises Ltd is located in
Freshford, Kilkenny. The family owned company, set up
in 1987 by Martin Butler and Daniel Culleton, has been
at the forefront of the cheese and dairy packing industry.
In 2012, the company approached KLP to apply for
funding to purchase new bagging machinery and
develop their current facility. The new developments
would enable them to grate cheese for the large Coops in the country and produce a large range of packing
formats for the UK/Irish markets.
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With their successful application and funding from
KLP, BC Manufacturing grew to a major manufacturing
facility. The company doubled its work force, creating
an additional fifteen jobs at their plant as a direct result
of LEADER funding.
They are currently expanding their operations in order
to maintain their high level of customer satisfaction.
BC Manufacturing has certainly brought exciting
opportunities to the area, and a chance for jobseekers
to work within a thriving workforce.

case studies: diversification into non-agricultural activities
PSD Agri-Trading Ltd.
One local contracting firm gearing up for the harvest
across the country is PSD Agri-trading Ltd. This
agricultural contracting business based outside of
Goresbridge will be working on farms from the midlands
right through to the south of the Country.
Sean Whitehead, the proprietor approached KLP in
2009 with a proposal to expand his business through
investment in a new mobile seed dressing machine.
Seed dressing is a process that allows farmers to use
their harvested grain from this year as seed for the next
year’s crop.
This project was approved for LEADER funding and
Sean set in motion the process to get the Seed Dresser
constructed. Three full time employees are employed

as a result of the LEADER investment from KLP. Sean’s
system is fully licensed and approved. It operates as
follows: once a crop is harvested, the harvested grain
is run though the seed dresser and “dressed” with the
appropriate chemicals e.g. insecticide, fungicide and
nutrients as required by the particular seed.
The process also cleans and bags the grain, which is
used for seed the following year. The alternative is for
a farmer to sell the harvested grain to a grain merchant
and buy it back as treated seed later on in the year. As
the seed dresser is mobile, all the seed dressing work
is completed on site, allowing for greater efficiency in
labour and transport for the farmer.
Photo by: Pat Moore

Queezy Bags Now on Pharmacy
Mom and Radiographer, Carrie Doorley who also runs
a 50-acre farm with her husband Willie Carrigan, has
recently gotten the attention of retailers with a her
innovative Queezy Bags.
The Queezy bag offers a practical solution to those
suffering from nausea, feeling queasy on the go, pregnant
women and kids who don’t travel well.
The handy Queezy bag is designed so you can’t see
through them and features a no spill twist and seal
closure ring that also acts as a mouthpiece to prevent

odours and contain contents while travelling. Carrie
made an application to KLP for start up funding to launch
her business.
Queezy Bag has now been rolled out to pharmacies
nationwide and is also available online, priced at €3.99
for a pack of three.

Pictured right:
Photo by: Queezy Bags
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case studies: diversification into non-agricultural activities
Case Study: Rainbow Trout Angling Centre
Kilkenny’s “must see” fishing experience is Ardaire
Springs, an angling centre in Mooncoin. Anglers of all
ages and abilities will find something to suit them at
this excellent project. The owner is Kilkenny farmer
Edward Maher.
Under the LEADER funding measure “Diversification
into non agriculture activities”, Edward made an
application to KLP, to convert a part of his farm into a
wonderful angling facility.
The project involved excavating a lake covering over 2.5
acres in size, specifically designed with trout in mind.
Fly and bait fishing is available for experienced anglers,
while beginners can get advice on the essential skills of
fishing from their experienced staff .
The centre caters for family and group fishing activities;
including clubs, corporate events, associations and
school tours. It also features a spacious club house,
restaurant, on-site tackle shop, BBQ area, and ample
visitor car park. Ardaire Springs is one of a limited
number of angling resorts in Ireland which are fully
wheelchair accessible. This includes the café as well
as wheelchair friendly angling. For those looking for an
extra challenge, a new archery range has been recently
installed.
A visit to Ardaire Springs will ensure an enjoyable and
pleasant day.
Photo by Adaire Springs
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rural development projects
Measure: Basic services for the economy and rural population
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

Total Project
Cost (€)

Amount
Received(€)

KLK000010

Piltown Community Centre - Kitchen Facilities

Renovation of kitchen facilities

8,200.00

6,150.00

KLK000015

KCAT Review & Publication

Art Education Research

48,016.00

24,008.00

KLK000035

Inistioge Community Centre

Finishing & Equipping Community Centre

265,999.96

199,499.97

KLK000039

Freshford Conker Festival

Support for Safety Barriers

3,983.75

2,987.81

KLK000046

The Mustard Seed Food Workshop

Development of Bakery and Food Production Unit

74,172.78

55,629.58

KLK000070

Callan Alive Festival - Equipment Application

Equipment for Festival

9,373.35

7,030.01

KLK000077

Construction of extension to Moneenroe Community
Centre

Refurbishment and Extension

143,510.00

107,632.50

KLK000082

Extension to Stoneyford Community Centre

Extension to existing hall

390,600.30

292,950.22

KLK000092

Townlands Project - Johnswell

Heritage Project: Collecting field names

10,895.00

9,805.50

KLK000100

Moneenroe Community Council

Provision of Lights for Community Walking Track

14,187.50

10,640.62

KLK000105

Moneenroe Community Centre

Renovation and refurbishment

33,777.90

25,333.42

KLK000111

Kilkenny Art Programme

Solas Art Programme Publication

5,770.00

2,885.00

KLK000138

Stoneyford Development Association

Installation of Lift in Community Centre

37,501.62

28,126.21

KLK000189

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Trail Kilkenny Development and Marketing

45,369.95

34,027.46

KLK000229

Sessions House Art Centre

Analysis and Development for redevelopment of Court
House

15,330.00

13,797.00

KLK000230

Ossory Youth

Suicide Prevention Strategy Development

19,346.18

17,411.56

KLK000247

Mooncoin Youth Centre

Build and Extension for Youth Centre

266,666.67

200,000.00

KLK000251

Outdoor Activity Hub

Development for Outdoor Hub

571,825.00

*98,310.07

KLK000264

Grennan Community Sports & Leisure Amenity

Multifunction Leisure Centre

413,603.38

300,000.00
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rural development projects
Measure: Basic services for the economy and rural population
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

Total Project
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid(€)

KLK000010

Piltown Community Centre - Kitchen Facilities

Renovation of kitchen facilities

8,200.00

6,150.00

KLK000015

KCAT Review & Publication

Art Education Research

48,016.00

24,008.00

KLK000035

Inistioge Community Centre

Finishing & Equipping Community Centre

265,999.96

199,499.97

KLK000039

Freshford Conker Festival

Support for Safety Barriers

3,983.75

2,987.81

KLK000046

The Mustard Seed Food Workshop

Development of Bakery and Food Production Unit

74,172.78

55,629.58

KLK000070

Callan Alive Festival - Equipment Application

Equipment for Festival

9,373.35

7,030.01

KLK000077

Construction of extension to Moneenroe Community
Centre

Refurbishment and Extension

143,510.00

107,632.50

KLK000082

Extension to Stoneyford Community Centre

Extension to existing hall

390,600.30

292,950.22

KLK000092

Townlands Project - Johnswell

Heritage Project: Collecting field names

10,895.00

9,805.50

KLK000100

Moneenroe Community Council

Provision of Lights for Community Walking Track

14,187.50

10,640.62

KLK000105

Moneenroe Community Centre

Renovation and refurbishment

33,777.90

25,333.42

KLK000111

Kilkenny Art Programme

Solas Art Programme Publication

5,770.00

2,885.00

KLK000138

Stoneyford Development Association

Installation of Lift in Community Centre

37,501.62

28,126.21

KLK000189

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Trail Kilkenny Development and Marketing

45,369.95

34,027.46

KLK000229

Sessions House Art Centre

Analysis and Development for redevelopment of
Court House

15,330.00

13,797.00

KLK000230

Ossory Youth

Suicide Prevention Strategy Development

19,346.18

17,411.56

KLK000247

Mooncoin Youth Centre

Build and Extension for Youth Centre

266,666.67

200,000.00

KLK000251

Outdoor Activity Hub

Development for Outdoor Hub

571,825.00

98,310.07

KLK000264

Grennan Community Sports & Leisure Amenity

Multifunction Leisure Centre

413,603.38

300,000.00
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rural development projects
Measure: Basic services for the economy and rural population
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

KLK000270

Freshford/Threecastles Community Alert

Installation of CCTV cameras in Freshford Village

KLK000271

The Rower Community Centre/ Coiste an Robhair

Upgrading of facilities

KLK000278

Abbey Hall Committee

Graiguenamanagh Hall Stage Equipment

Project Summary

Total Eligible Amount Paid
Cost (€)
(€)
26,717.00

20,037.75

266,666.67

200,000.00

48,200.00

36,150.00

* Balance on this project will be paid out on Quarter 1 of 2016
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case studies: basic services for the economy and rural population
What’s in a Place Name
Townlands, was a unique project aimed at interpreting a
landscape and its place names through community led
art projects of various types.
Pioneered in Johnswell in 2010, it is both a work of local
scholarship and artistic achievement. The goal of the
project is the representation of local place to and by
local people, among others, using creative means for
the exploration, and expression of its folklore, history
and contemporary landscape.
KLP was delighted to support the community and artists
Alan Counihan and Gypsy Ray in their truly innovative
project, which culminated in a week of community

events, children’s dramas, visual art, poetry and literary
workshops during Heritage Week 2010.
Engagement with the community resulted in two art
and heritage exhibitions, a collaboration between
Barnstorm Theatre Company and the local national
school, an artist-in-residence-programme, a seminar
entitled ‘The Landscapes of Home”, and a short film,
“Field Song”, all based on the local landscape and its
history. An exhibition of art works created in response
to this local landscape toured nationally followed by a
documentary publication of the whole project.
Photo by: Pat Moore

New Art Centre for Old Session House
Thomastown’s old court house in Logan Street has been
renovated to become a centre for art exhibitions and
culture interpretation.
Thomastown has long been recognised as a vibrant,
artistic community. The Sessions House transformation
into Thomastown’s Community Arts Centre will further
enhance the reputation of the town as a significant
centre for the arts in Ireland.
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The new art centre also aims to develop a national
correspondence network to promote local talent further
afield and attract foreign artists, thereby encouraging a
wider exchange of skills and experience.

The Centre’s Summer Youth Programme has included
intensive and fun Theatre camps, puppet show
workshops and Guerrilla Sculpture Projects; which
encouraged youths to engage with local spaces in new
and exciting ways by making sculptures which were
displayed during Arts Festival week.
KLP staff have been actively involved in the development
of the Sessions House project and is confident that it
will become a keystone in the cultural life of County
Kilkenny as a whole.

Photo by: Pat Moore

case studies: basic services for the economy and rural population
From Small Things, Big Things One Day Come…
In 2011, members of Camphill Jerpoint, John O’Connor
and Sara-Lea Small approached KLP with the idea of
establishing a food workshop which would process
the food grown on their farm. It would also provide
members of the care community with meaningful work
and a better quality of life. The Mustard Seed project
grew from this idea.
The Camphill Communities offer homes for children,
young people, and adults with intellectual disabilities
and other special needs - to live, learn, and work with
others creating a healthy environment for healing and
development.

Each day, the work of the kitchen is dictated by the
produce of the seasons and the requirements of the
community. They produce food for special dietary
requirements and the core value of the production unit
is to provide nutritious whole foods.
Many varieties of fruit, vegetables and herbs are
cultivated, where Sara-Lea leads the team in making the
most wonderful breads, cakes and pickles. The produce
is sold locally in retail outlets such as the Watergarden
in Thomastown and local farmers markets.
Photo by: Pat Moore

Mooncoin Celebrates It’s First Youth Centre
Mooncoin Community Hall now houses the town’s first
youth centre. Following a needs assessment of the area,
feedback highlighted a need for an amenity for youths.
The project was initiated by “Mooncoin Vision Ltd“ who
approached KLP for support.
Mooncoin Vision Ltd, obtained a lease from Ossory
Diocesan Trust for the ground in which this bright and
airy facility now stands.

The existing hall is used by the community for many
parish events. This new project gave young people
an opportunity to have their own space, in a safe
environment.
The centre will now accommodate local Youth Clubs,
Drug Awareness Programmes, Mother and Toddler
Groups, Moondarrig Drama Group, Kick boxing, a Youth
Academy, Circuit training and Céilí Dancing.

Picture: Darren Holden from The High Kings singing at the
opening of The youth Centre
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rural development projects
Measure: Business Creation and Development
Declaration /
Application

Promoter /Project title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000001

Callan Nexus Wood Fuel Value Chain Project

Feasibilty study on District Heating System for Callan

21,870.00

19,683.00

KLK000011

Goatsbridge Trout Farm Trail

Site Development / Equipment Purchase

93,370.08

46,685.04

KLK000014

Kilfera Nutritional Supplements and Neutraceuticals

Market Research

33,500.00

25,125.00

KLK000019

Well Solutions/ JS Drilling

Purchase of Equipment

24,538.49

8,588.47

KLK000027

Kilkenny Farmers Market

Marketing and Equipment

950

712.5

KLK000028

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Food & Craft Group Marketing

3,500.00

1,750.00

KLK000033

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Food Showcase” Analysis & Development

32,700.00

29,430.00

KLK000038

PSD Agri- Trading LTD

Development of Seed Dressing Equipment

217,866.00

108,933.00

KLK000042

Goatsbridge Trout Farm Trail (Phase 3)

Equipment Purchase

85,000.00

42,500.00

KLK000049

Oldtown Hill Bakehouse

Supply of 3 phase power

90,412.20

45,206.10

KLK000048

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

LEADER Food & Craft Village

3,500.00

1,750.00

KLK000059

Woodchipping Enterprise

Purchase of equipment

35,268.72

17,634.36

KLK000060

Lisdowney Wind Farm

Analysis and Development

39,400.00

29,550.00

KLK000066

Kilogen

Analysis & Development

39,400.00

29,550.00

KLK000075

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Kilkenny Food Village

6,267.00

3,267.00

KLK000076

Kingsriver Community Holdings Ltd

Analysis & Development

KLK000089

Kilfera Nutrition

Equipment purchase and installation

19,965.00

17,968.50

162,023.42

81,011.71

KLK000091

New Ross Boat Yard

Restoration of Dry Dock

50,250.00

25,125.00

KLK000094

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Marketing Kilkenny Food Strategy and Food Village

6,800.00

6,120.00

KLK000093

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Marketing Support for Kilkenny Food Village

4,936.71

3,702.53

KLK000098

New Ross Boat Yard

Purchase of Trolley Lift

110,300.00

55,150.00

KLK000102

CRESCO

Purchase of Woodchipper

91,487.00

68,615.25

KLK000116

Highbank Farm Ltd.,

Analysis and Development

8,259.91

6,194.93

KLK000124

Highbank Farm Ltd.

Marketing and Development

24,148.00

12,074.00

KLK000126

Piltown Community Enterprise

Analysis and Development

6,500.00

5,850.00

KLK000134

Animal Farmacy Ltd

Analysis and Development

47,900.00

29,625.00
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rural development projects
Measure: Business Creation and Development
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000141

John Hartley

Purchase of a Mobile Saw Mill

39,670.00

19,835.00

KLK000153

Glas Learning Training Centre

Development of Renewable Development Training Cente

44,992.20

22,496.10

KLK000167

Cranmore Pottery

Purchase of Kiln

3,337.18

1,668.59

KLK000177

Sevensisters Ceramics

Development of Craft workshop

18,748.72

9,374.36

KLK000179

Taste and Made

Analysis and Development

23,959.15

17,969.36

KLK000183

Lisdowney Wind Farm - Phase 2

Analysis and Development

7,530.00

5,647.50

KLK000185

David and Claire Donnelly

Funding to set up wedding service building

25,108.96

12,554.48

KLK000194

Pure Adventure

Ecological Study/ Walking tours / Paddle Sports

24,397.80

12,198.90

KLK000199

By Kilkenny

Development/ Promotion

5,264.32

3,948.24

KLK000202

Kilkenny Forestry Producers Group

Study and Demonstration

4,500.00

4,050.00

KLK000214

Pedal and Paddle

New Equipment

26,619.18

19,964.38

KLK000237

Piltown Community Enterprise

Develop & Implement the ‘Start Your Own’ Business project

24,000.00

21,599.20

KLK000245

Growing Rural Enterprise

Analysis and Development

7,300.00

6,570.00

KLK000249

U-Casadh

Analysis and Development

24,590.15

22,131.13

KLK000258

KLP -Trade Desk

Analysis and Development

14,000.00

12,600.00

KLK000272

Speltbakers

Development/ Purchase of Equipment

60,702.55

45,526.91

KLK000315

Piltown Community Enterprise Units

Renovation of Creamery Building for ‘Start up’ businesses

237,866.67

178,400.00

KLK000318

South East Regional Food Co-op Ltd.

Trade Desk Capital and Marketing

45,732.16

34,299.12

KLK000353

Gerald Costello

Establish Kilkenny Craft Brewery

KLK000363

U Casadh

Refurbishment of Building to Establish Enterprise Centre

KLK000367

2 Nice 2 Slice

KLK000386

19,868.88

14,901.66

198,666.67

149,000.00

Convert existing bakery into HSE approved high- end bakery

26,968.86

13,484.43

Thomastown Town of Food

Marketing

133261.08

99,945.00

KLK000388

CF Pharma Capital

Purchase of Equipment

21,570.30

8,196.68

KLK000394

Glass Eye Productions

Cost for Expansion

53,333.34

40,000.00

KLK000404

Smart Core

Funding to set a manufacturing unit in Ireland

24,500.00

18,375.00
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case studies: business creation and development
Energy Future in a Rural Area
KLP is the key driver of The Callan Nexus Project, a unique initiative established to
create a local renewable energy economy.

Local Area Office, Kilkenny County Council & Camphill) and Kyle (i.e. Camphill
Communities); the anaerobic digestion scheme in Ballytobin and the proposed RE
enterprise centre.

The project focused on Callan, a town located in the County Kilkenny, close to the
south east Tipperary border. Callan was chosen as the centre for this project owing
to the invested interest by a number of stakeholders in the Renewable Energy(RE)
sector within a 30km radius of Callan.

The origins of the Callan Nexus project developed from a European project in
establishing Local Value Chains for Renewable Heat (ELVA), for which Callan was
chosen as the Irish case study.

There is a relatively significant number of RE technologies at work in the area,
including the community based mini-district heating system shared between
the Friary Complex (i.e. Callan Community Network) and the KCAT Art and Study
Centre (i.e. Camphill Community), the district heating system in the Workhouse (i.e.

The Callan Nexus Project aims to build upon existing projects in the wood energy
value chain and the local skills base to advance the area as a model of integrated
development, which will both showcase Callan’s successful projects and ultimately
attract RE enterprises to set-up in the town.

Callan Overview: Photo by Callan Nexus Project
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case studies: business creation and development
New Life for New Ross Shipyard
Two local entrepreneurs have returned life to the
New Ross Boat Yard, transforming the site into one of
Ireland’s fastest growing shipyards. In the 1970’s, The
Ross Company Shipyard employed hundreds of workers
but the economic climate forced its closure in the 80’s.
Michael and Stephen Keogh, are to be credited with
the success of reopening the New Ross Boat Yard
on an initial more modest scale in 2010. KLP funding
supported dock restoration and the purchase of a
trolley lift capable of lifting vessels up to 50 tonnes.
This aspiring venture has grown from a mere storage
yard into a thriving marine service business.

The new owners originally bought the yard to berth their
own trawler, however they soon identified its potential
and made the necessary business plans to bring it to life
again. New Ross Boat Yard now directly and indirectly,
employees up to 20 people. The yard offers a variety of
repair works, using in-house skills and local contractors
and it also offers vessel owners a facility where they can
carry out the work themselves.
For more information on the New Ross Boat Yard and
its facilities, phone their office on 051 447655 or contact
Michael: 087 or email info@newrossboatyard.com.
Photo by: Pat Moore

Award Winning Creations
Sevensisters Ceramics is an award winning craft making
business in Johnstown, Co. Kilkenny which specialises
in slab stoneware ceramics.
Proprietor, Maeve Sookram, has vast experience in craft
-making and she has also worked as a designer for over
30 years. She has exhibited many pieces throughout
this time continually broadening her artistic skills.
Maeve, and her partner Kevin Dolan, applied to KLP for
start-up costs including the fit out of the craft workshop
attached to the retail outlet, The Black Door. Their
proposal included combining their products with other
local produce as well as workshop space for hosting
group events.

Maeve and Kevin opened The Black Door in Johnstown
selling their products as well as other locally produced
crafts and foods. They are committed to regenerating
the centre of the town. Their work and effort was
recognised when they won the ‘Against the Wind’ award
from Kilkenny County Council for resilience in business
and their commitment to sourcing and promoting local
artisan food and craft produce.
Since the inception of the craft workshop and retail
outlet, Sevensisters Ceramics has gone from strength
to strength, with their products now featuring in stores
nationwide.
Photo by Sevensisters Ceramics
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case studies: business creation and development
Kilkenny’s Pure Adventure
Pure Adventure is a outdoor activity company, set up
by Patrick McCormack and based in Graiguenamanagh,
Co. Kilkenny.
Pure Adventure was established to allow Patrick’s
existing business to expand into delivering additional
activities such as Stand Up Paddle (SUP) boards. These
rigid inflatable surf like boards are the first of their kind
in Kilkenny and the South East. The KLP Board awarded
Pure Adventure funding for the purchase of equipment
including SUP boards
Patrick, a fully trained kayak and canoe instructor, also
offers training courses to schools. Students are guided

into the countryside and waterways that surrounds them
where they will be educated in the ways and workings
of the natural world. The combination of the education
and the adventure elements makes it a unique activity
offering to Co. Kilkenny.
Pure Adventure also provides typical adventure products
like accredited Kayak and Canoe courses, river safety
rescue courses, summer camps and guided trips as well
as the new environmental and SUP products.

Photo by: Pure Adventure

Highbank adds a little sweetness..
Highbank Orchard Syrup is the Kilkenny multi-awardwinning product that just keeps getting better. Ireland’s
answer to maple syrup, this sweet and delicious, pouring,
organic orchard syrup is the first of its kind. Winning
awards ranging from the Bridgestone Megabyte Award
2010 “New Food Award of the Year”, “Best Organic
Grocery” and recently the “Eurotoque Award 2015” this
innovative product is establishing a strong foothold in
the market.
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Completely organic, the syrup is produced from apples
grown at Highbank Orchards in Kilkenny. Research into
the product was assisted by KLP. Finalising the product
and producing test batches, Julie & Rod Calder-Potts
worked tirelessly in getting the product right.

Attending international trade fairs has been crucial
in bringing the product to market and gaining entry
to international export markets. The product is now
listed in Selfridges and available in Germany, Romania,
France, the US and the Middle East.
Key innovators in the food sector, Julie and Rod have
identified a number of other potential products. They
have an impressive range of drinks from the Highbank
Driver’s Cider, an alcohol-free artisan cider to the new
delicious Highbank Crystal Gin.
Website: http://highbankorchards.com

case studies: business creation and development
Brewing a Local Tradition
Costellos, is Kilkenny’s newest micro brewed beer. The
bright and easy drinking red ale is the first product of
new brewery; “Costello’s Brewing Company”. With
support from KLP, proprietors, Gerald Costello and
Gabrielle Carroll, have brought the craft of traditional
brewing back into focus in Kilkenny.
Gerald commented, “For centuries brewing has been
part and parcel of life in Kilkenny. Many Kilkenny
families have proud connections with our brewing
heritage, from the growing of hops and malting barley,
to the craft of brewing itself. We find that people are
genuinely excited that they have an input into the beers
that we brew”.

Costello’s Brewing Company aims to continue this
tradition and further develop it for current and future
generations.
KLP has identified the craft brewing sector as one of the
many exciting developments taking place in the Irish
drinks industry at the moment with a growing market
of fans eager to experience the new range of beers now
on offer.
Costellos is on Facebook (Costellos) and Twitter
(@CostellosBrewCo) .

Glass Eye Focusing on Expansion
Glass Eye Productions is a team of creative thinkers
who specialise in digital content and video production.
The company looks forward to a bright future with plans
for expansion and high-end upgrades.

and creative in the service and value we offer our clients.
We are continuously developing new and exciting
ways of using video as a powerful communication and
marketing tool.

The board of Kilkenny LEADER Partnership (KLP)
approved funding to support Glass Eye get their plans
for company developments underway.

We are very excited about our plans for the coming
years and thanks to the grant awarded to us from KLP
we will be able to fast track these plans, expand our
talented team, and enter new markets.”

Glass Eye Managing Director Janet Beck said, “Over
the past few years there has been massive growth in
the digital video sector as businesses are realising the
measurable benefits of communicating with video and
online visual content. Glass Eye strives to be innovative

Find more information on Glass Eye Productions:
www.glasseye.ie
Photo by: Glass Eye
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rural development projects
Measure: Conservation and Upgrading of the Rural Heritage
Declaration / Promoter / Project Title
Application

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000029

Kilkenny Sustainable Energy Forum/ KLP/ Carlow
Kilkenny Energy Agency

Hydro Electric Audit of Co. Kilkenny

10,100.00

9,090.00

KLK000044

Thomastown Community River Trust

Research and Development

11,979.01

10,781.10

KLK000050

Clara Community

Documenting local and national history and folklore

9,600.00

7,200.00

KLK000104

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Record oral history accounts through song, folklore and myth

12,567.51

9,391.45

KLK000110

Ossory Laois & Leinster Publications

Publication of a record and book

17,150.00

8,575.00

KLK000114

Co. Kilkenny Graveyard Heritage Project

Recording and training regarding data from 4 graveyards,

4,805.00

4,324.50

KLK000180

Community Facility

Analysis and Development

9,471.00

8,523.90

KLK000285

Our Village Clogh

Compilation of heritage book, “Our Village Clogh”

4,020.00

2,010.00

KLK000302

Bennettsbridge Community Development

Extensive research on the requirements of the community

194,596.30

145,947.22

KLK000313

Graiguenamanagh Brass Band

Brass Band Musical Instruments

20,000.00

15,000.00

KLK000341

Commonage School Callan

Analysis and Development Report

9,500.00

8500.00

Old Work House Analysis and Development
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Graiguenamanagh Brass Band

case studies: conservation and upgrading of the rural heritage

An Echo of Our War Time Past
Niall Brannigan and John Kirwan of Ossory Publications
produced a magnificent work of scholarship detailing all
Kilkenny people who served in the armed forces during
The Great War of 1914 – 1918.
Kilkenny Families in the Great War (also known as World
War l), is the result of 16 years of research and is a
collection of more than 2,900 individual stories of the
Kilkenny men and women, documenting both those
who died and those who survived the war. As well as
being of a high academic standard, the book is a very
handsome volume with many interesting pictures.

KLP was delighted to support the publication of this
excellent piece of research and scholarship into an
often neglected part of our cultural heritage.
The enthusiastic reaction of those who attended the
launch in the Parade Tower showed that the interest in
the topic is huge and has grown in recent years.”
Published by: OLL Editions, the publication retails at
Price: €45. See Website: www.ossoryll.org.

Photo by: Pat Moore

Keeping the Past Alive
Graveyards are an endless source of fascination to both
visitors and residents. KLP has supported a project
which should make the searching of cemeteries for
deceased people much more straightforward.

The group surveyed over 370 graves in four historic
graveyards in Ennisnag, Barony, Coolcashin, and
Tifeaghna. They documented the names and inscriptions
of graves from the year 900 to date.

Using a combination of smart phone technology and
old fashioned research, 40 community volunteers, have
been trained to record and disseminate information
for genealogy purposes. The project was developed
through a partnership with Heritage Office of Kilkenny
County Council.

The data was collated and uploaded to the Historic
Graves Website at www.historicgraves.ie along with a
number of stories from the oral-history element of the
project, with online links to recordings of stories about
the graves, and graveyards.
Photo by: Pat Moore
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rural development projects
Measure: Encouragement of Tourism Activities
Declaration /
Application

Promoter / Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000012

Trail Kilkenny - Marketing

Establishment of Craft Trail

38,996.68

29,247.51

KLK000013

Pat McCarthy

Kilkenny Retreats: Tourism feasibility study

20,674.51

15,505.88

KLK000018

Iverk Show

Internal Roadways

27,371.50

20,528.62

KLK000022

Graiguenamanagh Tourism

Feasibility Study

17,164.00

15,447.60

KLK000051

Trail Kilkenny - Food Trail

Food Trail infrastructure and marketing

46,427.36

34,820.52

KLK000054

Themed Trails

Research and Development

33,333.35

30,000.00

KLK000065

Mountain Bike Trail

Feasibility Study

18,244.00

16,419.60

KLK000064

Ballykeeffe Amphitheatre

Feasibility Study on Canopy

7,623.00

6,860.70

KLK000067

River Nore - Trail Extension

Research and analyse optimum routes

9,648.00

8,000.00

KLK000071

E-marketing for Kilkenny Farmhouse B&Bs

Support for group marketing for 5 farmhouses

11,024.14

5,512.07

KLK000073

Savour Kilkenny Food Festival

PR, marketing, management

66,411.02

49,808.26

KLK000079

Trail Kilkenny

Development & Business Plan

9,648.00

8,683.20

KLK000088

Castlecomer Demesne

Feasibility Study

16,000.00

14,400.00

KLK000099

Marquee and Storage

Purchase of Marquee and Storage Container

7,941.50

5,956.12

KLK000115

County Kilkenny Festivals

Festival Signage Project

6,437.20

4,827.90

KLK000125

Sheep Shearing Championships

Venue partitioning and PR cost

19,660.03

14,745.02

KLK000127

Ballykeeffe Amphitheatre

Erection of Canopy

99,284.24

74,463.18

KLK000133

Inistioge Summer Festival

Marketing and capital support

111,356.32

19,696.38

KLK000142

Outdoor Tourism Hub - Graiguenamanagh

Analysis and Development

19,063.90

17,157.51

KLK000146

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Promotional support for Kilkenny Rural Festival Network

7,204.00

5,403.00

KLK000151

Iverk Show Committee

Entrance and Perimeter Fencing to Iverk Show Grounds

24,039.28

18,029.46

KLK000154

Language Exchange Ireland Capital

Development & design student database system

30,998.26

15,499.13

KLK000155

Book Town Festival

Feasibility Study

4,675.00

4,207.50

KLK000156

Trail Kilkenny

Works along Thomastown River Walk

98,991.16

74,243.37

KLK000159

Savour Kilkenny Festival

Marketing

12,525.51

9,394.12

KLK000184

Meadow Lane Riding School

Development of Outdoor Arena

25,297.14

12,648.57
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rural development projects
Measure: Encouragement of Tourism Activities
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000187

Willow Leisure Tree Ltd

Development of guest house for cycling holidays

27,195.56

13,597.78

KLK000204

Trail Kilkenny - Ghost Trail

Research tourism experiences

21,595.00

19,435.50

KLK000206

Kilkenny International Gospel Choir Festival

Gospel Choir Festival

1,840.00

1,380.00

KLK000211

Castlecomer Demesne Company

Marketing Support for Castlecomer Discovery Park

33,321.99

24,978.99

KLK000213

Ballykeeffe Amphitheatre

Onsite Health and Safety

49,053.00

36,789.75

KLK000220

Graiguenamanagh - Town Centre

Redevelopment of shops in Graiguenamanagh

4,935.00

3,701.25

KLK000221

Kilkenny Tourism

Marketing

53,969.02

40,476.76

KLK000225

Trail Kilkenny

Analysis and Development: Explore the Nore

33,966.00

30,000.00

KLK000252

Graiguenamanagh Regatta Company Ltd

Upgrading of Graiguenamanagh Boathouse

192,848.40

144,636.30

KLK000250

Barrow Valley Community Development

Outdoor Tourism Hub Analysis & Development

19,556.89

17,601.20

KLK000282

Kilkenny Tourism

Rural Activities Campaign

75,261.01

56,445.75

KLK000283

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Kilkenny Walking Festival 2013

15,051.00

11,288.25

KLK000290

Kilkenny Recreation and Partnership

Paddlefest Kilkenny 2013

49,528.31

37,146.23

KLK000297

Goresbridge Rural Development

Enhancement works to river

26,666.67

20,000.00

KLK000321

Graiguenamanagh Tidy Towns

Cistercian Monk Statue Project

7,333.34

5,500.00

KLK000325

Graiguenamanagh Historical Society

Plaques detailing the historical stories

5,333.34

4,000.00

KLK000337

Camphill Community Callan

Callan Eco Campsite

4,500.00

4,050.00

KLK000339

Camphill Community Callan

Callan Moat Fields Nature and Heritage A&D

14,500.00

13,000.00

KLK000342

Trail Kilkenny Marketing

Promotional Materials

14,415.04

10,811.28

KLK000343

Seamus Kelly

Establish Mill Race Hostel - Callan

13,332.08

9,999.05

KLK000357

Eleanor & Marty Dwan

Development of English Language Activity School

9,217.04

4,608.52

KLK000370

Trail Kilkenny

Ghost Analysis and Development

11,685.00

10,516.50

KLK000392

Gowran Development Association

Virtual History Application Analysis and Development

5,555.22

4,999.69

KLK000393

Highbank Organic Farm

Highbank Visitor Experience Development

4,530.00

3,397.50

KLK000406

Kilkenny Recreation and Sports Partnership

KRSP Community Rural River Equipment

12,499.97

9,374.97
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case studies: encouragement of tourism activities
Celebrating the Rivers of Kilkenny
KLP developed the Three Sisters Festival Network,
to promote increased awareness in the county of its
rich tradition of river culture and thereby encourage
the development of the tourism potential of Kilkenny’s
Three Sister Rivers. A series of river cot races between
communities which took place at the regattas was the
linking element between the festivals
The river communities of Thomastown, Inistioge,
Bennettsbridge, Ballyragget, Goresbridge, Callan,
Graiguenamanagh, Fiddown and Rosbercon brought
their boating and river skills to the stage for the river
festival programme as they each hosted their own
unique and vibrant community events. The festivals

featured regattas, family fun events, workshops on river
biodiversity and traditional water sport events: rowing,
swimming, etc.
KLP places the promotion of rural tourism as central
to its plans for the development of the region. The
Company promoted river festivals as a way of
emphasising those particular features that are unique to
Kilkenny’s social and cultural life. The rivers are used
by boating enthusiasts as well as anglers, canoeists,
rowers, walkers, painters and nature lovers. The river
projects are a part of the wider strategy of KLP to utilise
our natural and cultural heritage to drive a sustainable
tourism enterprise growth.

Communities, Cultures and Cooperation
The Kilkenny Community Festival Network was initiated
and supported by KLP to sustain a number of emerging
rural festivals across the county.

Graiguenamanagh’s Town of Books Festival invites
visitors to follow the unique book trail discovering
thousands of books: old and new.

The Inistioge Summer Festival revolves around
traditional outdoor entertainment and family fun in an
unrivalled picturesque location on the River Nore.

Visitors to the Savour Kilkenny Food Festival can savour
artisan food and new produce by local food producers,
as well as a number of events to celebrate Kilkenny’s
food culture.

The Midsummer Events at the Ballykeeffe Amphitheatre,
offer an entertaining programme of theatre, classical
music, rock climbing, and other family-orientated
activities.
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Callan’s Abhainn Ri Festival boasts creative workshops,
live street entertainment and lots of community spirit.

The Irish Conker Championship Festival offers a
challenge for all the conker champions.
All the festivals offer a chance to showcase the rich
cultural assets and heritage of each rural community.
Photo by: Pat Moore

case studies: encouragement of tourism activities
Potentials of the River Barrow
The River Barrow has long been recognised as an
important tourism asset for County Kilkenny and
indeed the whole of the south Leinster region. It could
provide the region with the economic stimulus that the
Shannon provides the mid and northwest. KLP and
four other LEADER companies of the region stepped
up to take on collective responsibility for a raft of major
projects in the Barrow Valley.
The Barrow Valley Animation initiative took its’ lead from
the recent multi-agency Barrow Corridor, Recreational,
Tourism and Commercial Product Identification Study,
which identified opportunities and made suggestions
on bodies who could act as project drivers.
KLP will continue to lead and coordinate the
development of key projects on the entire navigable
stretch of the river from Kildare to Wexford. These
will include the development of long-distance cycling
and canoe trails, new marinas and berthing points,
and the encouragement of private investment in
appropriate accommodation, such as high-quality
hostels. The study has identified these as being among
the necessary initiatives if the Barrow is to rival the
Shannon as a tourism force.
Riverside towns and villages such as Graiguenamanagh,
Inistioge, Carlow, Athy, and New Ross on the Barrow and
its tributary system have been earmarked as centres of
development. In Graiguenamanagh the former pitch &
putt site was identified as a potential outdoor tourism
activity hub.
Photo by: Jason Baxter
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case studies: encouragement of tourism activities
New Lease of Life for Graiguenamanagh Boat House
Graiguenamanagh Regatta Co. Ltd received funding for
extensive renovations to support the growing number
of river activities and boats on the river. KLP is pleased
to support this new purpose built facility which will
ensure the continued success of boating on the Barrow
in Graiguenamanagh.
There is a recorded history of cot racing in
Graiguenamanagh dating as far back as 1880.
Graiguenamanagh’s Regatta Festival is reputed as
Ireland’s oldest regatta and takes place annually in
August.
In 1995, the local committee developed a
boathouse facility with the support of LEADER funding
which included toilets and a storage capacity for boats.
In 2001 the rowing club was established, and proved

very successful with over fifty members. Over the years,
the success of the rowing club and the increase in river
activity has inspired the local community to make plans
for this new boating facility.
The new boathouse is designed to store, maintain and
repair a fleet of cots, rowing boats and racing sculls. It
incorporates a workshop area for the construction and
repair of traditional Barrow racing cots. In addition, a
modern gymnasium has been built for both club and
community use.
The rowing club supports summer camps for children
in conjunction with Ossory Youth, Borris VEC, Duiske
College and KLP.
Photo by: Bernie McCoy

An Echo of Our War Time Past
KLP was delighted to support the Graiguenamanagh
Historical Society with their goals to develop a new
heritage trail and preserve the rich history of this
picturesque river village.
The Graiguenamanagh Heritage Trail is a wonderful
addition to the town’s tourism, exploring over 800 years
of local history. Graiguenamanagh has an intriguing
network of historical sites.
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The Trail takes you all the way back to the times of the
famine and the site of the local Fever Hospital. The
dark history of Singleton’s Well and even the fascinating
story of Peg Washington’s lane (reputed as the world’s

smallest lane) are sure to captivate you. Minister for
Rural Affairs Ann Phelan, Journalist/ Broadcaster Olivia
O’Leary and Chairman of KLP Denis Drennan jointly
launched the new trail on the 26th of September 2014
at Duiske Abbey.
This project was initiated under a cultural mapping
training programme designed by KLP, which brought
the heritage attractions together to plan and design the
formation of the Trail offering. The Historical Society
has allocated a number of trail plaques and printed an
informative, easy to navigate guide to assist tourists.
Photo by: Bernie McCoy

case studies: encouragement of tourism activities
Trail Kilkenny: Walk Your Way Around the County

Trail Kilkenny is an award winning, non-profit company
which formed in 2006 as a result of the work of BNS
Rural Development, one of the predecessors of Kilkenny
LEADER Partnership (KLP), in the rural tourism and
walking trail development sector.
Walking and Hiking
Trail Kilkenny offers a range of scenic walks throughout
the county. Each has its own character, from leisurely
walks through country lanes and fields to a peaceful
stroll along the river banks. Those looking for a more
challenging route can trek the hillside paths to the top
of Brandon Hill.

The company have eleven looped walking trails
developed to Fáilte Ireland and the National Trails
Office standards. Trail Kilkenny also have four on-road
cycling routes. Take your own bike on tour or hire one in
Kilkenny and explore the Kilkenny countryside on one
of the four cycle loops signposted through the county.
As with the walking trails, the cycle trails vary to suit
different fitness levels. Get details on all the trails on the
Trail Kilkenny Website: www.trailkilkenny.ie.
Kilkenny has had a long association with great food and
crafts. Trail Kilkenny’s Craft and Food Trails brochure
has details of the Trail Kilkenny trail members; made

up of some of Kilkenny’s most renowned and talented
craftspeople and food producers. Visitors are welcome
to their workshops, studios and farm shops around the
county.
Events, tastings, demonstrations, cookery courses and
workshops of many of the craft and food members can
be found on the Trail Kilkenny website:
www.trailkilkenny.ie.

Photos by Trail Kilkenny
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case studies: encouragement of tourism activities
Ballykeeffe Events - Community Spirit
Set in Kilkenny’s own outdoor auditorium in Ballykeeffe
Wood, Kilmanagh; the Midsummer Events at the
Ballykeeffe Amphitheatre, offer an entertaining
programme of Shakespearian theatre, classical music,
rock climbing, and other family-orientated activities.
Ballykeeffe Amphitheatre was founded in 1986 when
a group of local people developed an disused quarry
outdoor into a performance area. offering acoustics
and a setting designed to provide an unforgettable and
memorable experience of theatre and music.
The Amphitheatre is maintained by volunteers who are
members of the KBK Enterprise and who work tirelessly
all year round to maintain the grounds.
In 2011 , KBK Enterprise approached KLP seeking
funding to erect a canopy providing both cover for
performers and some audience members. The canopy
is a highly attractive centre piece and has enabled
promoters to host events even is in less that perfect
weather conditions.
Ballykeeffe Amphitheatre has hosted a wide range of
music, drama and cultural events including musicians:
Nathan Carter, Sharon Shannon, Bagatelle and Damien
Dempsey. Plays and films screened or performed
include, Back to the Future, Dirty Dancing, Jane Eyre,
The Goonies, and Goldilocks and the Three Bears.
Go to their website: www.ballykeeffeeamphitheatre.
com for upcoming events.
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case studies: encouragement of tourism activities
A Ride Down Meadow Lane
Aileen and Bob Walsh turned their long time hobby into
a successful equestrian business: Meadow Lane Riding
School located in The Rower, Co Kilkenny.
The family run riding school offers customers of all ages
a break from their busy life and an exciting range of
riding activities.
Meadow Lane Riding School is fully approved with
the Association of Irish Riding Association and was
established in 2005.
In 2011, Aileen and Bob made an application to KLP
to apply for funding to develop their riding school
facilities. Expanding their enterprise would give them
an opportunity to expand into the tourism market with a
extensive range of equestrian activities to attract tourist
to the area.
With over 40 expertly schooled horses and a team of
qualified instructors, this enterprise has gone from
strength to strength. From one to one riding lessons to
children’s summer camp, parties and treks around the
scenic Woodstock and Mount Brandon areas, there is
something for everyone at Meadow Lane Riding School.

Website: http://meadowlaneridingschool.com

Photo by: Jason Baxter
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rural development projects
Measure: Implementing co-operation projects
Declaration /
Application

Promoter / Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000031

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Pre-development Transnational - Callan & Luxembourg

2,480.77

2,480.77

KLK000037

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Transnational - Pre-Development Renewable energy

2,580.76

2,580.76

KLK000145

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

A Study of the Impact of Key Economic & Policy Changes on Rural Development

9,000.00

8,100.00

KLK000192

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Achievements and Future Development Strategies for Rural Outdoor Pursuits

1,835.16

1,651.64

KLK000209

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

The LEADER Programme Animation Project

1,500.00

1,500.00

KLK000219

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Maximising the boating potential on the river Barrow Study

15,050.00

13,545.00

KLK000222

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

The Feasibility and Specification of Developing a River Barrow Cycling Trail

5,740.00

5,166.00

KLK000228

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Artisan Food School - Growing a Local Food Economy

7,484.65

7,484.65

KLK000255

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Cultural Mapping

5,614.61

5,053.05

KLK000253

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Project Animator - River Barrow Corridor Projects

30,750.00

30,750.00

KLK000254

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Economic Analysis of the Craft Sector

5,993.04

5,393.73

KLK000293

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Youngsters on European Stage - YES (PRE-DEVELOPMENT)

4,101.35

4,101.35

KLK000396

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Rural Broadband - Transnational Cumbria

5,277.51

5,277.51
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Photo by: Pat Moore

case studies: implementing co-operation projects
Following a good deal of research, meetings and
contacts with broadband providers and developers
in Ireland and elsewhere, in October 2013 a small
group from K-BRAG, made the trip to Cumbria in
England to meet people working on the state initiative
‘Connecting Cumbria’ and the community-led ‘Fell
End Broadband’. The later project saw a small (58
premises) and very rural community by UK standards
get ‘fibre to the home’ standards broadband of 330
mega-bytes per second (Mbps) download speed. The
average in Kilkenny may be in the 3 to 10 Mbps!
In July 2015, KLP was also part of a LEADER
delegation to a community-led rural broadband co-op
in eastern Finland. Here too, a very rural (by anyone’s
standards) community, with financial support from
the Finnish government, had developed ‘fibre to the
home’ broadband networks of a speed that would
outstrip anything on offer in rural Ireland.

Broadband in the Pipeline for Rural Kilkenny
The lack of adequate broadband services to rural
areas has become a ‘hot’ topic in recent years. While
existing and new service providers offer ever higher
speeds and value for money based on installation of
fibre optic cable, the rural areas of Ireland - Kilkenny
being no different, are getting no such offers.

The report; ‘Commission on Economic Development
of Rural Areas’ (CEDRA), chaired by ex-GAA star Pat
Spillane, earlier in 2014, was just the latest to highlight
the critical need for broadband. As the next LEADER
programme has made broadband a priority - it is
obviously a sector that will get a lot of attention.

As both personal and small business needs grow
ever more dependent on high-speed and inexpensive
broadband, through Facebook, on-line ordering and
marketing, etc., rural areas are becoming increasingly
disadvantaged in comparison to those living and
working in the cities and larger towns.

KLP has long had a focus on the rural broadband
problem and decided that waiting for a governmentled ‘top-down’ solution was no longer an option. KLP
formed Kilkenny’s Broadband Rural Action Group
(K-BRAG) from a partnership of IT technical people and
community activists with an interest in the sector.

While the government’s National Broadband Plan
to eventually provide high-speed broadband access
is very welcome - KLP sucessfully applied for an
application to the EU’s ‘Connected Communities’
programme aimed at community broadband groups.
Based on that application’s learnings, KLP is hoping to
facilitate the development of a high-speed broadband
service in a number of pilot areas of Kilkenny in 2016.
We will be in contact with rural communities as the
project develops.
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rural development projects
Measure: Skills acquisition, animation and implementation of local development strategies
Declaration /
Application

Promoter / Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount Paid
(€)

KLK000123

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Food Development Team - Animation

112,080.90

112,080.90

KLK000139

Trail Kilkenny

Development & Marketing

50,000.00

50,000.00

KLK000147

Nexus & CRESCO

Business Plan Development

38,086.00

38,086.00

KLK000190

Trail Kilkenny

Public Relations

13,530.00

13,530.00

KLK000216

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Public Relations : Newspaper supplement

8,295.00

8,295.00

KLK000235

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Rehab People of the Year Awards

8,200.00

8,200.00

KLK000236

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Kilkenny Forestry Group Facilitator

135,000.00

135,000.00

KLK000248

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Kilkenny Business Awards

9,615.93

9,615.93

KLK000265

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Inter- Territorial Food Showcase

14,706.62

14,706.62

12,104.97

12,104.97

7,976.99

7,976.99

KLK000298

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Public Relations : Newspaper supplement

KLK000333

Trail Kilkenny

Public Relations

KLK000344

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

PR Coordinator for Trail Kilkenny

24,750.00

24,750.00

KLK000378

Thomastown Town of Food

Funding for a coordinator

80,000.00

60,000.00

KLK000403

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

PR and Marketing Coordinator for Trail Kilkenny

24,490.00

24,490.00

KLK000405

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Kilkenny Rural Broadband Strategy

11,111.12

10,000.00

KLK000410

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Marquee Savour Kilkenny Festival

5,100.00

5,100.00

KLK000411

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Co Kilkenny Employability Strategy 2014-2017

11,060.01

9,954.00

The Savour Kilkenny KLP Marquee
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rural development projects
Measure: Training and information
Declaration /
Application

Promoter / Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000003

John Pendergast

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,950.00

KLK000004

Irene Wall

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,950.00

KLK000005

Dick Meaney

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,950.00

KLK000006

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Community Food gardens Training & Development supports

5,387.50

5,387.50

KLK000020

Ossory Youth

Support for Rural Summer Camps

10,243.01

2,583.01

KLK000024

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Organic Horticultural Training

2,770.65

2,770.65

KLK000025

Castlecomer Demesne Company

Establishment of Organic Horticultural Training Facility

8,433.97

3,996.47

KLK000030

Callan Renewable Energy

Training for forestry owners in thinning /forestry management

5,369.08

5,369.08

KLK000034

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Community Facility Training

6,600.00

6,600.00

KLK000041

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Food Trail - Training & Facilitation

3,699.00

3,699.00

KLK000045

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Renewable Energy Research & Development Project

27,000.00

24,300.00

KLK000053

River Cot Training Network

Traditional River Cots Training & Development

64,614.50

64,614.50

KLK000055

Rural Festival Training Network

Training to raise the skill level of 6 rural festivals

40,000.00

40,000.00

KLK000062

Young Irish Filmmakers

Young Irish Film Makers - Rural Outreach Programme

15,000.00

11,250.00

KLK000063

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

KLP “Community facilities Participatory Action Plan” Phase 2

2,500.00

2,500.00

KLK000068

Young Irish Film Makers

Equipment for the delivery of youth based film based programmes

28,193.18

21,144.88

KLK000069

Callan Community Network

Callan Alive Festival - Training Project

21,580.96

16,185.72

KLK000072

Savour Kilkenny Food Festival

Training

5,141.22

3,855.91

KLK000074

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Kilkenny County Food Strategy

10,000.00

10,000.00

KLK000078

Enterprise Creative Workshop

Creative enterprise workshops

1,100.00

1,100.00

KLK000083

Dick Meaney

Degree in Rural Development

3,400.00

2,550.00

KLK000085

Jackie Meally

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,462.50

KLK000084

Irene Wall

Degree in Rural Development

3,400.00

2,550.00

KLK000086

John Prendergast

Degree in Rural Development

3,400.00

3,060.00

KLK000095

Mary Fennelly

Diploma in Rural Development

1,949.34

1,462.00

KLK000103

Leonard Reamsbottom

Diploma in Rural Development

1,625.00

1,218.75
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rural development projects
Measure: Training and information
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000107

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Rural Tourism & Community Garden Training

39,960.80

39,960.80

KLK000119

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Kilkenny Enterprise Tourism Training Opportunities for Women

41,032.49

41,032.49

KLK000128

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Mentoring Support for Barrow Festival Communities

13,500.00

13,500.00

KLK000131

Foundation in Activity Tourism

Foundation in Activity Tourism

19,879.83

19,879.83

KLK000132

Green Energy Camp

Green Energy Training and Employment - Training Programme

61,653.11

46,239.83

KLK000137

Green Energy Camp

Green Energy Camp Training

4,672.50

4,672.50

KLK000143

Commonage Summer School

Commonage Summer School

9,600.00

7,200.00

KLK000144

KLP Training

Training in Social Media

5,000.00

5,000.00

KLK000150

Kevin Murphy

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,755.00

KLK000158

Irene wall

Degree in Rural Development

3,400.00

2,550.00

KLK000160

Kevin Murphy

Diploma in Rural Development

1,951.95

1,755.00

KLK000163

Jackie Meally

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,462.50

KLK000165

Leonard Reamsbottom

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,462.50

KLK000166

Olivia Delaney

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,755.00

KLK000161

Mary Fennelly

Diploma in Rural Development

1,950.00

1,462.50

KLK000162

John Prendergast

Degree in Rural Development

3,400.00

3,060.00

KLK000164

Dick Meaney

Degree in Rural Development

3,400.00

2,550.00

KLK000171

Olivia Delaney

Diploma in Rural Development

1,951.95

1,755.00

KLK000173

Marine Service Course

Training for participants in marine services

53,255.01

53,255.01

KLK000178

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Mentoring in Media Marketing

5,000.00

5,000.00

KLK000186

Callan Cultural Network

Training Initiative

49,867.00

37,400.25

KLK000198

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Mentoring Support for Kilkenny River Festival 2012

31,617.85

31,617.85

KLK000203

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Tourism Providers Training

11,431.00

11,431.00

KLK000205

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Mentoring Support for Cultural and Historic Interpretation

29,981.00

29,981.00

KLK000207

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Development of Visitor Experience to enterprises

20,000.00

20,000.00

KLK000217

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Training courses for communities and rural enterprises

5,948.50

5,948.50
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rural development projects
Measure: Training and information
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000218

Nimble Spaces/Commonage

Training Workshops in Callan

39,660.00

29,745.00

KLK000233

Siobhan O’Brien

Diploma in Rural Development

3,900.00

2,925.00

KLK000232

Kevin Murphy

Degree in Rural Development

6,900.00

6,210.00

KLK000238

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Environmental, Heritage and Tourism Training

17,199.99

17,199.99

KLK000240

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Training in Community Food Education

17,660.00

17,660.00

KLK000241

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

KLP Youth Food Camp 2012

17,527.00

17,527.00

KLK000242

Trail Kilkenny

Trail Kilkenny Chainsaw Course

4,221.60

4,221.60

KLK000257

Fionan Brennan

Diploma in Rural Development

3,737.50

2,803.12

KLK000260

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Renewable Energy Training and Mentoring

22,578.52

22,578.52

KLK000261

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Mentoring Support for Gathering focused events

29,971.33

29,971.33

KLK000275

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Wind Training

31,332.10

29,900.00

KLK000277

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Ireland Reaching Out Training Initiative

30,295.20

30,295.20

KLK000289

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Youngsters on European Stage - YES

19,869.42

19,869.42

KLK000310

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

The Food Challenge 2014

15,000.00

15,000.00

KLK000347

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Community Food Garden Project business seminars

12,381.80

12,381.80

KLK000360

Camphill Community Callan

Heritage Skills Training Programme

12,000.00

9,000.00

KLK000387

Thomastown Town of Food

Funding for Town of Food Project coordinator

100,000.00

21,462.20
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case studies: training and information
Kilkenny Enterprise Tourism for Women
The Kilkenny Enterprise Tourism Training Opportunities
for Women (KETTOW) is a KLP initiative which focused
on helping local women who have a business idea or
a desire to ultimately work for themselves in tourism or
rural development reach their business goals.
The course ultimately developed the confidence and
capacity of participants through modules on best
practices for the web enabled world, including blogging,
social networking and computer literacy. Participants
improved their communication and presentation skills
with Patrick Sutton of the Gaiety School of Acting.

Participants had an opportunity to develop their business
plan and avail of mentoring from local businesses to
provide them with “real world” experience. In addition,
candidates received support and assistance with
business finances including applications for funding
from the KLP Rural Development Programme to start
their new businesses.
KLP CEO, Declan Rice, stated “We believe KETTOW will
help bring their ideas from seed to sustainable business
plans, and ultimately result in the creation of new microenterprises in the county in the coming years. “

New Hall for Mullinavat
The old Mullinavat Dance Hall known locally as Harney’s
Hall, held a lot of great memories including sixty-five
years of unforgettable dancing. To make way for a new
community venture, the hall was recently demolished
and a new contemporary community centre has been
constructed to cater for the needs of locals.
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the community quickly united to make the plans for the
new centre a reality.

KLP is pleased to have supported this project, which
will ensure a dynamic and thriving parish in Mullinavat.

The total cost of the project which estimated to be in
the region of €800,000, didn’t dampen the spirits of this
enthusiastic community. The Mullinavat Community
Group approached KLP with an application for funding
support and raised €185,000 through the community
lottery.

The Mullinavat Community Group formed in 2002
with objectives to create a building to support the
social, sporting, and educational needs of the entire
community. Following a local development meeting,

The new centre has a sports hall, changing rooms, multipurpose indoor sports halls, kitchen facilities, meeting
room and a library. It will provide a social/business hub
and new memories for Mullinavat’s vibrant parish.

rural development projects
Measure: Village renewal and development
Declaration /
Application

Promoter / Project Title

KLK000002

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount Paid
(€)

Goresbridge Rural Development Group Development of Community Food Garden

2,054.80

1,541.10

KLK000007

Graiguenamanagh Development Co.

Development of Silaire Wood

4,650.00

4,185.00

KLK000032

Thomastown Tidy Town

Enhance and repair “The Grennan Castle Viewing Point”

8,793.88

6,595.41

KLK000043

Callan Community Garden Project

Support for development of community garden

KLK000047

Coon Development Committee

Restoration of stone walls in Coon Village

KLK000090

Graiguenamanagh Hall

Renovation of Community Hall

KLK000109

Windgap Community Development

Windgap Amenity Area

KLK000118

Development of Silaire Wood

KLK000129

5,216.00

3,912.00

75,900.00

50,000.00

199,835.00

149,876.25

98,610.92

73,958.19

Expand the wood into an amenity area

132,728.04

99,546.03

Castlecomer Hall Committee

Renovation of Castlecomer Hall

199,490.72

149,618.04

KLK000140

Moneenroe Community Committee

Outdoor Fitness Centre

48,880.20

36,660.15

KLK000148

Kilmacow Community Sports Complex

Replace a bridge

121,136.04

90,852.03

KLK000168

Muckalee Community Committee

Renovation of Muckalee Hall

21,294.50

15,970.87

KLK000175

Coon Village Committee

Coon Village Renewal & Upgrading Project

43,455.23

32,591.42

KLK000176

Mill Family Resource Centre

Support for the development of a community garden

22,318.95

16,739.21

KLK000182

Castlecomer Demesne Company

Tree Top Walk and Landscaping

234,196.00

175,647.00

KLK000191

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Nore Valley Walk - Bennettsbridge to Thomastown

113,162.20

84,871.65

KLK000195

Bennettsbridge Community Dev.

Construction of playground

101,141.20

45,513.54

KLK000196

Kilmacow Community Committee

Construction of playground

100,416.00

45,187.20

KLK000197

Ballyragget Playground Committee

Construction of playground

101,187.83

45,534.52

KLK000200

Thomastown Community River Trust

Feasibility study on the restoration of the Weir.

23,616.00

21,254.40

KLK000208

Thomastown Community Centre

Concert Hall Renovation

277,488.00

200,000.00

KLK000210

Graine Development Association

Modern extension with accessibility and facilities

161,137.28

120,852.96

KLK000223

Clogh Community Council

Wheelchair accessible toilets

7,930.00

5,947.50

KLK000224

Moneenroe Community Council Ltd

Canopy for the outdoor Fitness Centre

49,327.40

36,995.55

KLK000227

Kilmacow Community Sports Complex

Purchase of lawnmower to enhance grounds

16,851.00

8,425.50
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rural development projects
Measure: Village renewal and development
Declaration /
Application

Promoter/Project Title

Project Summary

Total Eligible
Cost (€)

Amount
Paid (€)

KLK000226

Kilmacow Community Sports Complex

Enhance on site ground surfaces

KLK000234

Mullinavat Community Centre

Develop multi-functional indoor community facility

KLK000239

Threecastles Hall Association

Internal and external insulation

7,640.00

5,730.00

KLK000243

Sensory Garden

Analysis and Development

4,000.00

3,600.00

KLK000263

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

South Kilkenny Railway Project

30,250.00

22,687.50

KLK000266

Kilkenny County Council

Thomastown village wirescape and associated Works

473,035.00

76,337.82

KLK000267

Kilkenny County Council

Graiguenamanagh village wirescape and associated works

300,000.00

225,000.00

KLK000268

Kilkenny County Council

Ballyragget village wirescape and associated works

357,500.00

266,205.77

KLK000269

Kilkenny County Council

Callan Village wirescape and associated works

340,512.07

255,384.00

KLK000273

Thomastown Community River Trust

Works to provide a safe swimming area

225,650.00

169,237.50

KLK000279

Barrow Valley Community Dev.

All Weather Pitch

213,152.58

117,423.40

KLK000314

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Stoneyford Community Playground

21,824.93

16,368.69

KLK000320

Paulstown Community Playground Group

Paulstown playground

34,161.22

25,620.91

KLK000340

Kells Regional Economic Enterprise

Development of green area for village

16,000.00

12,000.00

KLK000348

Callan Community Network

Friary Upgrade

14,000.00

10,500.00

KLK000358

Mill Family Resource Centre

Construction of Green Bowling Area -

29,076.00

21,807.00

KLK000380

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership

Participative Planning for Rural Towns

15,000.01

13,500.00

KLK000383

Dunmore Community Trust

Hall, Kitchen & IT Equipment

5,980.40

4,485.30

KLK000385

Thomastown Town of Food

Development of food innovation hub

500,000.00

375,000.00

KLK000391

Callan Community Network

Analysis and Development for major improvements in Callan

3,500.00

3,150.00

KLK000397

Trail Kilkenny

South Kilkenny Railway Cycle Track

24,572.95

22,115.65

KLK000400

Windgap Community Development

Multipurpose play area

KLK000402

Hugginstown & District Community Centre

Upgrade kitchen facilities
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17,000.00

12,750.00

577,878.95

255,000.00

31,977.51

23,983.13

38,666.67

29,000.00

case studies: village renewal and development
New Outdoor Swimming Pool for Thomastown
When the Thomastown Weir was breached back in 2008,
a group of interested locals set up the Thomastown
Community River Trust (TCRT), with the goal of
restoring the amenities at the weir. Their dedication to
their community’s dreams has certainly paid off with the
completion of the projects new outdoor swimming area.

Phase Two, completed in September 2014 included
stabilisation of the remaining weir arm, river bed
stabilisation and protection, dredging / excavation to
reinstate a safe swimming area, plus landscaping. The
old sluice gate and breast plate was restored to heritage
specification.

This project was developed in two phases. With the
support of KLP, the first phase of works was completed in
2011. Phase 1 delivered a new riverside walk, stabilisation
of river banks, improved river management, improved
access for recreation, enhanced river aesthetics and
preservation of local heritage.

The completion of the works means TCRT has met its
goals to restore a much loved local amenity and provide
a safe swimming area and training pond for canoeists,
while at the same time protecting local heritage
and wildlife.
Equally important, it will reinvigorate
Thomastown; by bringing back locals, tourists and

canoeists who will support local businesses. TCRT
Chairperson, Aideen Comerford commented “We are
extremely grateful to all those who have helped us:
individuals, local associations and clubs, landowners,
commercial enterprises such as Veolia: “Mount Juliet
Golf Club”, government agencies, the Heritage Council
and Kilkenny County Council. But speaking on behalf of
the TCRT committee, I think it is fair to say that we could
never have achieved what we set out to achieve without
the fantastic guidance, financial support and positive
encouragement of KLP. They have supported us every
step of the way, and played a pivotal role in making this
wonderfully worthwhile project happen.”
Left Photo by: Nick Vereker
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case studies: village renewal and development
High Ropes in Castlecomer Discovery Park
Set in the former garden and stable yard
of the Wandesforde Estate, the restoration
of the Castlecomer Discovery Park began
as a community project in the early 1990’s.
The aim was to preserve and highlight the
cultural heritage of the community along
with the rejuvenation of Castlecomer.
The evolvement and development has
been possible through the support and
assistance of Kilkenny Leader Partnership,
Pobal, Kilkenny County Council and
Interreg.
The interactive multi-media Coal Mining
Exhibition which relays the story of
Castlecomer’s coal mining heritage to
the closure of the last mines in 1969 was
opened in the visually impressive Visitor
Centre in 2007. A number of design craft
studios and workshops are situated in the
former stable yard where makers create,
produce and sell their own work. Fishing
lakes, walking trails, pathways, picnic
tables and playground were introduced to
develop the park. It is also a recognised
Discover Primary Science Centre (Dept
of Education) and education programmes
are delivered to primary and secondary
schools.
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To build on the existing attractions and
amenities new developments include the
Tree Top Adventure Walk, Leap of Faith
and Climbing Wall. The introduction of
these exciting new ‘high ropes’ activities,
launched May 2012 has resulted in
increased visitor numbers and generated
new revenue streams allowing the Park to
become more sustainable. Eight instructors
mainly from the local community were
recruited and trained to manage the ‘high
ropes’ course creating local employment.
The maintenance of the extensive
woodland is assisted through the support
of community employment schemes, TÙS
and RSS (Rural Social Scheme).
The Castlecomer Discovery Park has won
numerous awards and was listed as one of
“ The 3 Best Family Attractions in Leinster”.
See www.discovery.ie for more details.

case studies: village renewal and development
Wirescapes for Four Kilkenny Towns
Kilkenny LEADER Partnership approved funding for
applications submitted from the Kilkenny County Council
for town renovations in Thomastown, Ballyragget, Callan
and Graiguenamanagh
The removal of overhead cables and timber poles
greatly improved the visual aesthetics of all four towns.
The wires were facilitated in new underground ducting
and chambers.
High quality paving materials, street furniture, street
lighting and signage provided a user-friendly pedestrian
environment.
Public safety is a priority, with the implementation
of associated traffic calming, regulated parking and
proposed footpath improvements.
KLP is pleased to support projects like this, which
provide sustainability to commercial enterprises and
tourism in rural towns.
Minister Phil Hogan stated upon the commencement of
the project, “I am delighted that the Rural Development
Programme and the Kilkenny County Council is in a
position to work together with the local community
groups involved. We hope that completion of the works
in all the areas, will lead to sustainable development
and prosperity for the villages.”

Photo by: Bernie McCoy
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case studies: village renewal and development

Cookery School for Kilkenny
Kilkenny LEADER Partnership has long been committed to placing Kilkenny at the
forefront of Ireland’s quality food culture revolution. Much progress has been made to
date on a countywide basis
The latest development includes the establishment of the Thomastown School of Food,
officially opened on January 15th, 2015 by Minister for Food and Rural Affairs, Ann
Phelan TD and Steven Lamb, Head of Brand, River Cottage UK. It was developed in
the former Boys’ National School in Thomastown, a site associated with education for
almost 100 years. KLP provided funding for building works, marketing and training.
The building was renovated to include kitchens for a nationally recognised professional
chef training programme and cookery school for interested amateurs, facilities
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available to rent for food related small businesses and a food business incubation
unit. The School has hosted a wide range of courses from Breadmaking to Beer
Tasting to Kids Summer Camps. The School is delighted with the announcement that
it has been selected by Fáilte Ireland to run a Pilot Chef Training Programme this
winter.
The School of Food is a community led initiative to promote Kilkenny as a food
destination, to support the production and promotion of local, quality food ingredients
and to develop an educational food hub within the county which will attract
professional and amateur cookery students.

rural development

Rural Development
Programme
Contribution to
Social Inclusion
While social inclusion might not have had a strong
presence the Rural Development Programme 2007 2013 a significant contribution was made to this type
of work by this programme in the investment of its
resources in Co. Kilkenny.
Projects that ranged from heritage projects focusing
on Traveller Oral Histories, a rural youth theatre
project focus on isolated and disadvantaged young
people and a wind energy training programme that
involved retraining of unemployed ex-construction
workers and moving them into the energy sector.

Training
River Cot Training
Activity Tourism Training
Social Media Training
Marine Service Training
Community Food Education
Heritage Skills Training

Village
Renewal

Tourism
Project

Business
Creation
Projects

Training

/social inclusion

Youth Programmes
Driving Ambitions
School Completion
Mooncoin Youth Centre
YES (Youngsters on
European Stage)
Young Irish Film Makers
Youth Food Camp

KLP
RURAL
DEVELOPMENT
(LEADER)

Older People
Age Friendly
Oral History

Heritage
Project

Animation
Project

Economy &
Rural
Projects

Enterprise
Support

Employment

Community

Community Groups

KickStart
Benefit 4
Wind Industry
Micro Food Enterprise
Wood Fuel ( Vulcan)
Tús
KETTOW
KLP Employability Strategy

Community Kitchen
KCAT
The Mustard Seed Workshop
Callan Alive Festival
Commonage
The Food Challenge
Community Food Garden
Outdoor Fitness Centre

KTCM
Traveller Horse Project
Primary Health Care
Men’s Shed
Integration Forum
U-Casadh
Community Gardens
LGBT
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case studies: youth
Reaching Kilkenny’s Youth
The Rural Development Programme’s investment in walking
trails and outdoor tourism in south Kilkenny has encouraged
communities to look at their rivers as recreational, heritage
and economic resources.
The connection of people with their local outdoor resources
has highlighted a number of social benefits and economic
potentials, including career options. KLP Development
Officers have promoted particular training and educational
routes aligned to these resources.
KLP has worked closed closely with the successful
racing and canoeing club; the Thomastown Paddlers and
Thomastown Community River Trust.
A project was agreed in which Thomastown Paddlers
would target communities from which they do not normally
draw their members. The strategy promoting a subsidised
membership was supported by the local Department of
Social Protection office. The offering entailed membership
of the local club and the Irish Canoeing Association for 1
year. Participants were also offered a six week beginner’s
course, access to boats, wetsuits and a structured set of
experiences for the year. Approximately 30 young people
took part and 15 have been retained as members.
Similar projects were run in Goresbridge and
Graiguenamanagh thereby tapping into the development
plans for the River Barrow in that area.
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case studies: youth
Arts and heritage has an increased presence in the KLP youth offering. drawing on the
activities promoted by the Rural Development and INTERREG. These include festivals,
local niche theatre groups, and small community-led graffiti projects. These community
generated projects, provided participants with the opportunity to be contributors to
their community.
KLP, while it has supported the development of these projects, has also implemented a
strategy to ensure that young people who would not normally engage in these projects
are encouraged to do so. The Development Officer responsible for youth actions
worked with the groups on recruitment and promotion campaigns.
The Flash Light Youth Project was an event supported by KLP; a theatre project
developed in the old Co-Op in Callan by the Commonage Project. Commonage was
established in 2010 as an innovative, voluntary network of people interested in
architecture as it is used in society, specifically rural Kilkenny. KLP has supported
Commonage through their involvement with the Abhainn Ri Festival in Callan. The
Project coordinated a series of animation inspired art workshops in collaboration with
artist Siobhán Clancy and musician Kate Delaney. They also programmed a “Battle of
the Band” Concert featuring local music talent.

Youth Summer Camps
KLP and Kilkenny Youthreach partnered to deliver a number of successful youth
camp trips in 2015.
The Thomastown School of Food trip gave students an opportunity to gain practical
cooking skills. Student built up their confidence as they took on a number of culinary
challenges. Instructor, PJ Delaney commented, “I am confident in saying that every
student should be able to cook a full meal for themselves, giving them independence,
be it in college or at home.”
For the next trip, the group travelled to Kilmore, Wexford for a fishing trip. The catch
of the day was cod and pollock. One student remarked, “We had fished before but
never “like real fishermen do it.”
Youthreach is a Department of Education and Skills official education, training and
work experience programme for early school leavers aged 15 – 20. It offers young
people the opportunity to identify options within adult life, and provides them with
opportunities to acquire certification.
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case studies: rural social scheme

/ community groups

Rural Social Scheme on the Trail

Connecting Generations: A Celebration on Place

Trail Kilkenny has a dedicated team working on the development and maintenance of
walking routes throughout the county. Made up from participants of the Rural Social
Scheme, this group of skilled workers tackle the day-to-day challenges of maintaining
and creating walking trails for outdoor enthusiasts, walkers and hikers.

KLP, Waterford Area Partnership and Ferrybank Library collaborated to bring together
a diverse group of people of different ages, cultural backgrounds and creative
experiences. The use of the arts, culture and heritage has proven to be a very useful
medium for engaging with disadvantaged women and young people.

The Rural Social Scheme gives farmers the opportunity to work on the farm while
giving their income a welcome boost. In return, rural Kilkenny reaps the benefits; as
the expertise contributed by participants enhance the social and physical resources
of the communities. Christine Walshe, coordinator of Kilkenny’s Rural Social Scheme
said, “The scheme has made a considerable difference to the rural communities who
value their commitment and dedication.”

Community arts as a capacity building tool, has been particularly useful to support
integration of individuals from multi-cultural backgrounds. As a group, ‘Connecting
Generations’ produced a beautiful and truly unique wall hanging, which displayed in
the Ferrybank Library.

Harry Everard, Trail Kilkenny Co-ordinator said, “The RSS team is an essential part
of the success of the Trail Kilkenny project. In partnership with the landowners they
construct new trail sections, upgrade trail infrastructure and maintain the trails in
good condition for the enjoyment of walkers”
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Each week the designs developed and the fabrics were sewn together by hand. Their
work emerged as a collage of colour, pattern, shapes and images that were personal
and individual. Participants acquired new skills and developed existing ones.
Over the twelve weeks a sense of comradeship, trust and friendship built up within
the group, with a willingness to support one another with sewing techniques as well
as opportunities to share stories from the past and the present. This project built a
rich patchwork and tapestry of thoughts, ideas and reminiscences that fed into the
creative process and the final piece.

case studies: community groups
Suir Boat and Craft Club Keeps History Alive
The Suir Boat and Craft Club’s latest project is an
amazing mini replica of an old Irish caravan. The
project was funded by Kilkenny LEADER Partnership
and unveiled to the public by local Councillor, Tomás
Breathnach.
Craftsmen and women from the community worked
meticulously on the project over the past year.
Cllr. Tomás Breathnach complimented them on their
attention to detail and workmanship displayed. He
also thanked KLP for their support for the project and
commented on how important projects of this nature

were to the local community. The club is a hub for
visitors and their latest addition created a buzz and
interest around the community.
Projects such as these will be used for displays at local
shows and regattas to promote Irish history.
The Suir Boat and Craft Club have already embarked
on their next project which involves building a trailer to
transport the caravan to various display venues.

Photo by: Bernie McCoy

Out for the Weekend in Kilkenny
“Out for the Weekend”, is Kilkenny’s Gay Pride Festival.,
From the theatrical performances of Spark Productions
in Graiguenamanagh to great music held in Fennelly’s
of Callan, this festival is about more than gay pride.
This event is about participation, inclusion and a strong
sense of togetherness for all, as well as pride in the
diversity of our community.
A spokesperson for the festival stated, “Communities
in Co. Kilkenny would not previously have had access
to events that promoted Lesbian Gay Bisexual and

Transgender (LGBT) concerns. Support from Kilkenny
LEADER Partnership (KLP) has allowed us to engage
with these communities in a way we hadn't before.
He went on to say, “KLP support has given us the ability
to support artists and cultural events. Being able to
create arts events that whole communities can attend
has been one of the joys in five years of “Out For The
Weekend”.

Photo by: Out for the Weekend
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case studies: community groups

Kilkenny’s Traveller Community Movement

Oral History Project

The Kilkenny Traveller Community Movement (KTCM) has grown significantly over
the past years. With this growth its support needs have also grown.

KLP initiated a rewarding Oral Histories Project Summer School to engage older
people to examine community identities and how they were named.

The project houses a community development initiative with four part-time community
development workers – all of whom are Travellers, and an afterschool’s project with
seven part time workers. The project also acts as the umbrella for the Community
Health Project (housed currently in KLP) and the Traveller Horse Project.

Themes that were explored included:
• Origins of the names
• Mapping the names in the city & layering these over the parish names
• Identifying the distinguishing features attached to each name
• History of the relationships between the areas
• Other themes that will be identified by the groups participating in the project

The project is administered by KLP who manage all finance, support corporate
governance, and HR functions. KLP also provides direct supports into the Community
Development Project and the Horse Project.
This work is a key part of supporting meaningful Traveller representation on local and
national fora.
Photo by Gypsy Rae
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The feedback from the participants was very positive The project gave them an
opportunity to meet peers and ‘take another look at their communities’. The process
connected the participants with the rich heritage offering of the city, county and
region.
All the material gathered through the project is now stored in the county library and
is accessible to the public.

case studies: community groups
U-Casadh Project
KLP has long been a long-time advocate of the award
wining U-Casadh Project, funding numerous training
programmes there in the past.
The U-Casadh Project was established in 2008 in
Ferrybank, Co Kilkenny to meet the complex needs
of participants who have come to the attention of the
Justice System and reduce the rates of recidivism in the
community.
The Project provides meaningful and accredited training
courses and aims to change the attitudes of participants
by developing social and practical skill sets, which will
ultimately lead to integration and safer communities.
A group from U-Casadh travelled to Baltimore, West
Cork for one week, as part of a craft course to participate
in the reconstruction of the Ilen, a 50ft wooden sailing
vessel in collaboration with the Ilen Boatbuilding School
in Limerick. This trip had enormous social benefits for
the participants as well as providing them with the
opportunity to develop their wood working skills.
KLP also funded a boat building course which involved
building a twenty-three foot Gandelow river boat in
their Ferrybank workshop.
KLP supports U-Casadh participant engagement in
healthy, therapeutic pastimes as they focus on positive
contributions to the community.
Photos: Boat by Ilen Boatbuilding School / U-Casadh
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case studies: community gardens

Cultivating a Community Garden Network in Kilkenny
Since 2009, a total of five Community Gardens across
Co. Kilkenny have been developed within a number of
communities with the support KLP, through the Rural
Development Programme 2007-2013 in collaboration
with interested groups who had access to plots of
land. These gardens are located in Urlingford, Piltown,
Ferrybank, Callan and Goresbridge.
In 2012, the Community Garden Project entered into its
second phase of development. This phase focused
on providing training supports to the gardeners. The
gardens were utilised as a training location to engage
with individuals who are most disadvantaged within
their communities.
2013 saw the transition of sessional training to
ongoing support and mentoring. The focus shifted
from providing basic skills training in horticulture to
integrating strategies where the skills developed were
used to identify opportunities for self-employment, and
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income supplements from the allotments. A business
mentoring service provision worked with the groups
and participants learned the business planning skills
necessary for self- employment. For example, two
training groups from Callan and Goresbridge, along with
the business mentor, came together to produce and sell
a number of food stuffs such as jams and chutneys.
The products were produced from the vegetables and
fruit they learned to grow in the gardens through their
Horticulture training.
The two groups also undertook training in marketing
and pricing. They branded, labelled and marketed
their products, and ultimately brought the products to
market. The most important achievement for these
groups was the ability of bring their products to major
international food events, such as the Savour Kilkenny
Food Festival.

Community gardens continue to be a valuable asset
to community development. Participants have availed
of further one to one business mentoring regarding
the production and branding of organically grown
food products. A number of clients were referred to
employment supports and are now commencing down
the route of self-employment. Other outcomes include
referrals to accredited training programmes hosted by
Kilkenny VEC.
Finally, the Community Gardens provides a place
for some of our more marginalised clients and those
isolated from services and supports to meet and engage
with others with similar gardening interest.
The gardens occupy a space that encourages integration
into community life and are a platform from which other
community development processes can be extracted.

case studies: employment supports
Employment Supports
KLP has established a number of supports to increase a
clients work readiness. In the area of enterprise supports,
there is an established link through the Back to Work
Enterprise Allowance (BTWEA) referrals system for
business plans and small business mentoring support.
The KLP enterprise officer offers one to one enterprise
services that supports individuals with a business idea
develop into a sustainable enterprise.
Working with local Family Resource Centres has
been important in providing labour market training
in some areas. For example in Callan, the ECDL was
provided in the local Droichead FRC and facilitated
by Newpark FRC with tutor and exam provision. This
partnership approach maximised KLP’s investment in
the programme. Local TÚS, CE participants referrals
were prioritised for places.
Jobsearch Workshops are a structured intervention
with groups prior to the end of a piece of training or
employment support. They take place in groups and
encourage a pro-active approach to Jobsearch in
addition to information about ongoing support through
KLP and the wider local offering.

KLP Employment Events Addresses Employer Needs
KLP, iResource Training and the Department Of Social
Protection (DSP) met with a group of local employers to
explore new possibilities for placements on upcoming
KLP KickStart Programmes and to collect feedback from
local businesses that will help shape the Co. Kilkenny
Employability Strategy 2015 – 2018.
Martin Rafter from KLP facilitated an informative
discussion that addressed employer needs when it
comes to recruitment and the challenges employers
meet. These challenges include: shortage of particular
skill sets, dispositions of potential candidates
(communication, presentation and motivation) and the
lack of a facility to help find people. They also expressed

their frustration with the lack of training resources being
invested in areas such as hospitality, the auto industry
and other trades where current and future demand can
be seen.
KLP is reviewing its Employability Strategy to accurately
track the current shifts in the economy and the labour
market. Over the next few months, KLP will be liaising
with our service users, partner service providers and
employers about the next strategy and what they think
should be in it. Follow up interviews will take place with
local business representatives from a broad range of
sectors to enrich the information gathered.
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case studies: employment supports

KickStart Programme
KickStart, the innovative work placement programme created by KLP has been a
phenomenal success and has resulted in a number of candidates receiving job offers
directly from their placement sponsors.
Candidates work through a programme of communications, ICT and project
management while progressing on to a work placement project with a local company.
The process empowers individuals to use their existing skills and transfer them to
new projects while boosting their confidence and self-esteem. Placements are
supplemented by customised training based on individual needs, to enhance their
employability.
Employers equally benefit from KickStart, as individuals are matched specifically to
their project need. Relevant training ensures that participants are ready to “hit the
ground running”. In addition, the funding partnership with the Department of Social
Protection and State Street Corporation has been essential to ensuring the viability of
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the programme and its expansion over the period.
In the KickStart Summer 2015 programme, forty participants entered the programme.
Thirty-eight completed the programme with twenty-eight of these progressing to work
placements and others to various training. 21% of candidates returned to employment
(Part time, full time or self-employment after the programme). The programme is also
very complimentary to the Job Bridge internship programme with 15% entering very
high quality internships with agreed training objectives and very positive outlooks of
work at the end of the programme.
One participant stated; “The most beneficial elements for me were confidence
building, sales and communications. I found the interview techniques very useful. I
also benefited from being back in a work environment through my placement after
long-term unemployment. Overall, it has been a very positive experience and there is
a strong possibility that I will gain paid employment from my work placement.”

case studies: employment supports
Growth, Jobs and Investment....Why to Train in the Wind Industry
Renewable Energy has been identified by KLP as a
growth area for job creation. One of the areas which
provide employment opportunity is in the servicing and
maintaining of wind turbines.
KLP has funded a series of specialised courses in
this sector aimed in part at unemployed people who
have worked in the construction industry. Working
with Carlow Kilkenny Energy Agency (CKEA), twelve
participants underwent an intensive training process in
the Glas Learning Centre, Ennisnag and a specialised
wind energy centre in Wexford. They each received a UK
Renewables Association certificate upon completion,
which is a requirement for those who want to work at
heights on turbines.
Carlow Kilkenny Energy Agency, supported by KLP,
ran an intensive 6-day training programme targeted
at the unemployed, equipping them to work in this
industry. The 12 participants spent four days in the
Glas Learning Centre in Ennisnag learning about the
industry and safety aspects of working inside a turbine.
They then spent two days in Wexford at a new stateof-the- art facility, purpose-built to train people to work
at heights. They received a certificate upon completion,
approved by the UK Renewables Association, which is a
requirement for those who want to pursue a career that
involves working at heights on turbines.

The success of this project,
was the result of
collaboration between the RDP, TÚS supervisors and
Social Inclusion development officers. The result was a
package that included pre-training individual meetings,
CV and Jobsearch support for each individual, RDP
funded training provision, employer participation into
training and follow-on support.
KLP Development Officers met 35 people as part of
this programme, 25 progressed to training and received
CV support. These 25 people were pre-dominantly
those who had been very badly hit by the construction
downturn and were actively looking at any option which
would bring them back into the labour market. Direct
job outcomes from the programme numbered 3 people.
Peter Donnolly from Kilkenny, who completed a wind
turbine course, secured a job with Cork based company
O’Brien Crane Hire. Peter said, “Having the “Working at
Heights UK Renewables” cert really helped me obtain
the job”. He will also get further training in electrical and
mechanical installations in his new job. Like many other
participants, he found the course a huge advantage
when learning about the operation of wind turbines.
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case studies: employment supports
New Micro Food Enterprises

New Micro Food Enterprises: BDK Meats

KLP through its supports for individuals setting up
micro enterprises noticed a cluster of food enterprises
emerge on the Co. Kilkenny Food producer scene.

BDK Meats was by a South African man who moved to
Ireland in the early 2000’s. Previously a well-regarded
jeweller he experienced long term unemployment
following the economic downturn.

These businesses were being developed by people who
were employed in sectors such as construction, crafts,
hospitality and HR. They shared key skills and interests
that led to the development of potentially high quality
niche food products. These products included meat
products, a range of pesto’s, specialist cakes, jams,
chutneys and sauces. KLP has a strong background in
the support of the development of the food sector in Co
Kilkenny through the Rural Development Programme.
This programme in its current round 2007 -2013/15 has
supported investment in a number of food enterprises
in the county, in the Savour Kilkenny Food Festival and
the Town of Food Project based in Thomastown.
KLP had an ‘Emerging Food business marquee at
the Savour Kilkenny Festival in October at which six
enterprises were launched. All received a very good
reception at the festival and continue to operate and
in some case flourish. All made important connections
with the consumers and retailers over the weekend long
event.

BDK Meats has a range of South African meat products
such as Boerwors and Billtong which are targeted at the
South African population living in the region and also
the indigenous consumer particularly in the case of the
sausage products for BBQ’s (Boerwors).
BDK has received ongoing business supports from
the KLP Development Officers through the BTWEA
application process and subsequent business planning,
managements of the complex regulatory environment
that governs meat products and has secured a small
business grant towards advertising.

New Micro Food Enterprises: The Red Pig
The proprietor of “The Red Pig” was self-employed in
the construction sector during the boom. Following the
downturn, he established the Red Pig in Freshford as a
supplier of homemade sausages and pork burgers using
his own unique ingredients and his own organically
reared pigs.
He has also developed a market in catering for spit roasts
at functions or gatherings. using his own organically
reared pigs. This enterprise was heavily supported
through the BTWEA and ongoing mentoring supports
from KLP.
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case studies: employment supports

New Micro Food Enterprises: Joan and Bob’s Juicy Jams

New Micro Food Enterprises: Butterfly Valley Cookies

A Thomastown husband and wife team with a passion for preserve making has
produced a variety of memorable and delicious jams: Joan and Bob’s Juicy Jams. The
launch of this new entrepreneurship was supported by the KLP services for micro
enterprises.

With support from KLP’s Food Enterprise Services, Mary Deevy has identified a niche
market for nutritious, health-inspired cookie mixes. Her convenient Butterfly Valley
- Natural Cookie Mix replaces “less-nutritious” ingredients with healthy alternatives
such as coconut, oats, and dried fruit.

Joan and Bob’s Juicy Jams are made with all natural ingredients and set using only
natural pectin. They grow, harvest and handpick most of their own fruit, which is
handmade into small batches guaranteeing spreadable goodness every time. Their
jams are created using unique recipe and flavour combinations, such as their Wild
Blackberry, Elderberry and Pinot Noir and the popular Strawberry and Kiwi. Both
qualified fine art painters, they use their artistic skills to design their own unique
packaging. They ultimately complete the journey of their jam; from the potting,
labelling, and marketing to the delivery.

Mary stated “A lot of the cookies/biscuits we buy are very processed and high in
sugar, so I wanted to develop a cookie which had a lower sugar content and contains
some other good stuff like oats, coconut, raw cane sugar, chocolate chips (high cocoa
content) and dried fruit. The mixes are very easy to prepare with very little assembling
or measuring of ingredients. It makes an ideal cookery activity for children.

You can find their preserves in select Artisan food stores, craft butchers, health food
shops and cafés. Bob and Joan carry out regular tastings of their products. Visit their
website for more information: www.joanandbobsjuicyjams.com.

Mary added, “I have just recently put the product into a couple of smaller shops as
‘Natural Cookie Mix’ and I would like to develop other products in the range. I believe
there is a big demand for healthier alternatives as people become much more aware
of the importance of the food that we give ourselves and our children.”
Photo by Bernie McCoy
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case studies: tús
Kilkenny Tús Programme
The Kilkenny Tús Programme has proven very successful
with a number of participants progressing to full-time
employment. This success can be attributed to high
quality placements with skill-sets being closely matched
with placement roles.
The programme is managed by local development
companies such as KLP, in conjunction with the
Department of Social Protection. Its purpose is to
help long-term unemployed people get back into the
workforce by providing 12 month’s work experience
while also contributing certain services of benefit to
many participants and communities. The broad range
of work carried out by participants includes: energy
conservation; social care; care-taking; renovation of
community, recreation and sporting facilities; community
administration; coaching for sporting activities and work
in support of culture and heritage.
The Tús programme in Castlecomer provided a new
polytunnel for community horticulture training. The
community of Mooneenroe welcomed the much needed
paintwork to the walls in the parish also provided by Tús.
The relationship between Kilkenny Age Friendly and Tús
has been very successful over the past two years. The
Tús participants have been involved in promoting and
developing The Age Friendly Initiative through support
and collaboration with the Kilkenny Age Friendly Alliance
and other groups, agencies and organisations.
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KLP is one of the stakeholders of the Alliance and have
been involved in a variety of projects with Kilkenny Age
Friendly since the start.
The Kilkenny Alliance came together on the basis of
a common vision to address the environmental and
social factors that contribute to active healthy ageing in
Kilkenny City and County.
The project covers eight strands which are across health,
social participation, transportation, communications,
civic participation and outdoor spaces. The
administration role provided by the Tús participants
supports the Older People’s Forum and works with
older people’s community groups raising awareness
about Age Friendly activities and ensuring older people
are involved in decided priorities, shaping action and
bringing about change.
KLP is pleased to note that three participants have
already gone on to secure fulltime employment before
their years contract was complete. This was in part due
to the confidence building and work experience gained
during their placements
The Kilkenny programme is supervised by KLP through
its six Team Leaders: Mike Redmond, Derry Gahan, Liam
Mooney, Seamus Davis, David Coughlan and JJ Nolan.

Trail Kilkenny
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Pure Adventure
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Designer: Sharon Stone
sstone7@gmail.com
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Kilkenny LEADER Partnership
8 Patrick’s Court
Patrick Street
Kilkenny

Tel: 056 7752111
Fax: 056 7752333
Web: www.cklp.ie
Email: info@cklp.ie
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